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FADE IN:



EXT: PINE CONE MOTEL, PRINCETON MN - EARLY EVENING

A late model Buick pulls into the gravel drive of the shabby 
motel, a forgotten remnant of the sixties when the highway 
went through town instead of around it. 

The huge car rocks on it’s worn shocks as it comes to an 
abrupt stop. 

A balding HEAVY SET MAN in his sixties steps out of his car 
and inspects the row of tiny rooms that sit dark and empty. 

INT: MOTEL OFFICE

Slapping at the desk bell, the LOUD RING overpowers the 
television in the attached living area. The MOTEL OWNER, a 
smelly old man still chewing his dinner opens the door and 
remembers he’s open for business. 



MOTEL OWNER



(nodding) Evenun Mr. 



HEAVY SET MAN
Need a room for the night. 

MOTEL OWNER



Rooms ... we got rooms, take yer 
pick.

He points to a numbered rack with keys dangling on their 
brass hooks.  

MOTEL OWNER



You could say it’s our slow season.



HEAVY SET MAN
I like my privacy. 



MOTEL OWNER



(reaching for a key)



We’ll ain’t you a lucky son of a 
bitch, we got rooms and we got 
privacy. Take room eleven on the 
end. That’s as private as private 
gets. 
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EXT: GRAVEL DRIVE FACING ROOM 11

The heavy set man pulls the keys from the ignition while his 
car sputters in protest before being silenced. He glares at 
the brass numbers on the door. 

Suddenly the dark silence is broken by a rustling sound in 
the trunk. 



EXT: IN FRONT OF THE TRUNK 

Circling the premises with his eyes, the heavy set man pops 
open the trunk. 



He pulls a burlap cloth off a SIX YEAR OLD BOY lying in the 
fetal position, bound carefully by duct tape on mouth, hands 
and feet. 



Covering up the face of terror, he slings the boy over his 
shoulders and carries him into the motel room. 

INT: MOTEL ROOM



Trembling in fear, like a rabbit about to be devoured, the 
boy sits on the end of the double bed as the man kneels in 
front of him. 

HEAVY SET MAN
Didn’t your daddy ever tell you big 
boys don’t cry.



He WIPES THE BOYS TEARS with the back of his THICK DIRTY 
FINGERS. Tears mingle with dirt and STREAK THE BOY’S FACE. 

The man tugs lightly at the duct tape covering his face.



HEAVY SET MAN
Tell you what ... you promise me 
you won’t scream and I’ll take this 
tape off. 



The boy shakes his head in agreement. With one swift rip, the 
man tears off the tape and instantly the BOY LETS OUT A 
PIERCING SCREAM:



BOY



HELLLLLLLLP!



Furious, the man PALMS THE BOY’S MOUTH hard to muffle the  
shriek just as the DOOR TO THE MOTEL ROOM IS KICKED IN. 
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DETECTIVE PETERS AND DETECTIVE RAMSEY EXPLODE THROUGH THE 
DOOR WITH GUNS DRAWN AND SHOUT:

DETECTIVE PETERS



GET DOWN NOW, GET ON THE FLOOR FACE 
DOWN!

Slamming his monstrous frame onto the floor, Detective Peters 
steps on the heavy set man’s back and quickly cuffs the 
pedophile. 



He jerks the fat man’s face up off the floor by his hair and 
growls: 

DETECTIVE PETERS



You like em young hey fat boy, well 
where you’re going, they’re gonna 
like you too. 

Tending to the terrified child, Detective Ramsey frees the 
boy and checks him for damage. Pulling out his handkerchief, 
he wipes the boy’s face. 



DETECTIVE RAMSEY



Are you alright, did he hurt you?

The boy shakes his head and continues to cry. 



DETECTIVE RAMSEY



(holding the boy)
It’s over son ... you’re safe now. 

DETECTIVE PETERS



We’ll have you home to your mother 
in no time little man. 

Stepping hard on the fat man, Peters joins his partner. 



DETECTIVE PETERS



Where is it?



Ramsey tenderly reaches for the boy’s arm and feels the skin 
above his elbow. 

DETECTIVE RAMSEY



Under his arm here, feel it? It’s 
about the size of an aspirin. 



Peters follows the tips of his partner’s fingers and feels a 
tiny bump under the boy’s skin. 
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DETECTIVE PETERS



Yeh, the perfect pill for a sick 
world. 



INT: SAMUEL’S ROOM -FT. COLLIN’S CO - LATE NIGHT



With the hall light casting shadows across his face, MICHAEL 
BROOKS, a handsome man in his late thirties, lies sleeping on 
top of his son’s made bed clenching a well worn baseball 
mitt. Suddenly, his body jerks himself awake. 



Fully dressed from the night before, he’s slow to realize 
where he is. 

INT: AT THE DRESSER



Pulling on the lamp chain on the boy’s dresser, a wall 
papered with SAMUEL’S drawings lights up, all perfectly 
arranged like a gallery. Square in the middle, a picture of a 
happy family.  



Drifting to a photograph of Samuel playing baseball, his 
son’s smile reaches into his heart and rips it in two. 



Reaching for his cell phone clipped to his belt, TEARING EYES 
never leave the photograph as he speed dials a number put 
into memory. 

MICHAEL



Trish.



INT: TRISH PRESTON’S HOME- SARASOTA FLORIDA

Floundering out of bed, TRISH PRESTON, founder of Missing 
Kids Dot Com, struggles to wake up. 

TRISH
Hello ... who is this? 

MICHAEL (V.O.)
Trish, it’s Michael, Michael 
Brooks. I’m sorry to call so late. 



TRISH
Jesus Michael, do you know what 
time it is in Sarasota? 



TRISH’S HUSBAND



(rolling over in a huff) Hang up 
the goddamn phone! 
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TRISH
(Covering the phone) It’s a client, 
go back to bed. 



Trish scurries out of the bedroom into the hall as to not 
disturb her husband. 



MICHAEL (V.O.)
Are there any new leads in Samuel’s 
case?

Trish falls back against the wall. 

TRISH
New leads ... that’s what you’re 
calling about? You know I’d call 
you the instant I heard anything. 

INT: MICHAEL’S HOUSE- AT THE DRESSER

MICHAEL



(staring at his son’s photo) I just 
thought I’d check. 



The emptiness of his voice sparks her compassion. 

TRISH (V.O.)



You need help, can’t you see it. 
What about your grief group?



MICHAEL



I don’t want to talk about it, I 
want to do something about it. 

TRISH (V.O.)



It’s been three years, you’ve done 
everything you can do.  



MICHAEL



That’s where your wrong Trish ... 
there’s always more to do. 

INT: SAFE-TRACK CORPORATION -LAB, 6:30 AM

Michael peers through a powerful microscope and examines the 
feathered edges of an intricate crystalline structure. 



GRANT CONNERS, a young business savvy entrepreneur backed by 
his family’s wealth and founder of SAFE-TRACK, investigates  
lights on in the lab. 
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GRANT
Tell me you didn’t pull another all 
nighter!

MICHAEL



(looking up from the scope)
There’s no rest for the wicked.

GRANT
You’re no good to me dead, you know 
that don’t you. 



Michael reaches into an open pen of Guinea Pigs and pulls out 
a female with a black patch over its eye. 

MICHAEL



You know I live to impress you 
Grant. 



(handing him the rodent) 



Now ... hide Patch anywhere in the 
lab and I’ll find her for you!



GRANT 



You never quit do you.

Michael grabs a handheld ELECTRONIC CONTRAPTION and walks 
towards the door.

MICHAEL



Better hurry, she may piss all over 
your new suit. 



INT: LAB - FEW MINUTES LATER



Michael slowly enters and sees Grant STANDING SHEEPISHLY IN 
THE MIDDLE OF THE LAB.  



SWEEPING THE ROOM WITH THE ELECTRONIC DEVICE, Michael walks 
past him, and ZEROS IN ON THE GUINEA PIG CAGE. Lifting up 
their plastic house, he finds Patch eating a carrot. 



MICHAEL



Clever ... but not clever enough. 

GRANT
Your latest implant?



MICHAEL



(petting his pet) 
No implants, no surgical 
procedures, no costly transmitters. 
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Michael holds up his treasure, a test tube with a strange 
grey powder in it.  



MICHAEL



Did you ever think there could be a 
vaccine for the lost?



GRANT
We’re fighting diseases now?



MICHAEL



(gazing into the test tube)
They’re snowflakes really, only 
they’re made of metal so they don’t 
melt. No two are exactly alike.  

GRANT
Metal snowflakes?

MICHAEL



Metallic crystals ... hit them with 
radar and the frequency of the 
reflected signal is attenuated 
depending on the crystalline 
structure of the flake. 
(beat) 



It’s a signature Grant, and no two 
signatures are alike. 

GRANT
Are they toxic?



MICHAEL



We’re talking parts per billion, a 
single flake can tag someone ...

He points the radar device at Grant and pulls the trigger. 

MICHAEL



Just point and shoot, the detector 
searches for a unique signature ... 



The digital readout registers a signature for Grant. Michael 
punches some input buttons and sees the same frequency pop up 
again.



MICHAEL



Strange. (Hitting the radar gun) 
I’m picking up a stray signal. 

Grant walks over and grabs the gun and Michael’s full 
attention. 
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GRANT
And what about when little Johnny 
grows up and doesn’t want Mom and 
Dad tracking him on Prom night. How 
does Johnny get the crystals out of 
his body?

MICHAEL



I’m working on it.

GRANT
I’m sure you are. Now let’s return 
to earth for a moment. 
(setting down the gun)
I made a promise to myself, for 
every child rescued by one of our 
chips, we would throw a party in 
their honor. 

MICHAEL



The kid from Minneapolis?



GRANT
The party is on Friday, I’m flying 
half the company up there including 
my chief research scientist. 



(beat)



It’s your chip Michael, come meet 
the boy who was saved by it. 



Disinterested, Michael sits down at his computer and paints 
the screen with the molecular structure of the metallic 
crystals. 



MICHAEL



I’m happy for the kid ... but my 
work is here. 

Grant sees the picture of Samuel that sits next to his 
station.  



GRANT
You’re going, or you’re fired. I’m 
not letting this job kill you 
whether you like it or not. 

MICHAEL



I need to work, you know it’s all I 
have right now. 



GRANT
Good, we’ll leave at two on Friday, 
I’ll drive.
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INT: OFFICE AREA - LATE AFTERNOON



Carrying his RADAR GUN, Michael enters the office and points 
it at CARMEN PETERS, an attractive marketing associate. 



CARMEN



(playfully raising her hands)



Don’t shoot, take whatever you 
want!

MICHAEL



Bang.  



The readout startles him, another unique signature. Pressing 
the store button, he begins logging the signatures. 

RACHEL WALKER, a tall slender blond from sales zips up her 
leather jacket and joins her friend. 



CARMAN



Watch out Rachel, Michael has his X-
Ray gun out. 

Michael snaps another signature. 



RACHEL



Be careful with that thing, we 
still want kids someday!



Rachel’s smile fades as she realizes what she just said.



RACHEL



I’m sorry ... I didn’t mean 
anything by that. 

Preoccupied with his gadget, it takes a moment for Michael to 
realize he’s in the middle of an awkward situation. 

MICHAEL



Oh ... it’s okay ... I’m okay, 
really. Where are you ladies off to 
tonight. 

CARMAN



The ladies are off to ladies night 
at Willey’s. Come out of your lab 
and join us Dr. Jekyll, marketing 
would love to know what your 
cooking up for us in there. 
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MICHAEL



Mr. Hyde may just take you up on 
that. 



RACHEL



We’ll save you a seat, do you know 
where it is?



MICHAEL



No ... but I know how to find it. 

Michael walks back into the lab.

CARMAN



(starry eyed) 
Tell me his divorce has been 
finalized. 



RACHEL



Take it from me, never fall for a 
guy at work, somebody always ends 
up having to quit. 

INT: MICHAEL’S CAR, UNIVERSITY AVE - EVENING



MICHAEL’S EYES DART BACK AND FORTH from the road to LCD 
SCREEN on his radar device. The flashing target on the screen 
provides both direction and color intensity giving him sense 
of distance. 

Suddenly, the TARGET SWINGS TO THE LEFT side of the screen’s 
grid, Michael pulls the wheel hard left, an angry oncoming 
motorist LAYS ON HIS HORN AS A WEAPON. 



One block down, he finds WILLEY’S SPORTS BAR AND GRILL and 
pulls into the parking lot. The TARGET FLASHES RED on the 
grid, he’s within feet of Carman’s signature.  



INT: WILLEY’S BAR AND GRILL

The Wednesday Night Specials bring in the women, the women 
bring in the men. 

Awash in music, crowd noise and clearly out of his realm, 
Michael spots Carman standing up waving him over. 
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INT: AT THE TABLE HOURS LATER



Rachel tops off Michael’s beer with the oversize pitcher. 
Carman pulls a picture of a little boy out of her purse and 
lays it on the table.  

CARMAN



He’s the cutest little six year old 
I’ve ever seen. 



RACHEL



(shaking her head in contempt)



What kind of sick bastard uses that 
as a sex toy. 

MICHAEL



Samuel was his age when I lost him.



Rachel closes her eyes and drops her head in shame. 

RACHEL



Oh God, I did it again. Why don’t I 
think about how you must feel 
before I open my big mouth. 



MICHAEL



(with intensity) 
Let’s end this right now. I’m sick 
of the whispers, I’m sick of the 
walking on eggshells. You don’t 
know how I feel and I don’t want 
you to know. 
(beat)



No one should have to know how I 
feel, and that’s the only thing 
keeping me going these days. 

Carman slides the pitcher closer to him. 

CARMAN



You did it Michael, Andrew’s 
parents don’t have to go through it 
thanks to you. 



Michael pushes it back.   

MICHAEL



It’s not enough! Even if we triple 
sales next year we haven’t made a 
dent in helping the unprotected 
kids out there. 
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RACHEL



No one thinks it will happen to 
them. They’re playing the lottery 
with their own kid’s lives. 



CARMAN



That’s not fair. Most don’t know 
about the technology. It’s 
expensive, the idea of a surgical 
implant spooks them, and then 
there’s the whole Big Brother 
thing. 



MICHAEL



These are the things I need to 
hear. 



RACHEL



CNN is going to cover the big gala 
on Friday, that’s the kind of press 
we need. 
(beat)



We need to turn the whole thing  
into a question. WHAT WOULD YOU PAY 
TO PROTECT YOUR KID? 



Carman reaches over and lays her hand on his. The beer 
finally starts talking:

CARMAN



Are we going to talk shop all 
night? You’re out with two gorgeous 
women who find you irresistible. 

RACHEL



Oh God, here it comes ... 

He smiles at her and downs the last of his beer. 

MICHAEL



You are gorgeous ... both of you. I 
can see that ... but I don’t feel 
that ... yet ... I’m sorry. 



Michael gets up and puts on his jacket. 

MICHAEL



(pointing with his eyes)



I best be getting home now, those 
guys over there have been eyeing 
you two all night and I’m just 
getting in the way. Good night 
ladies. 
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Before they know what to say, he disappears into the crowd. 

RACHEL



That went well. 



CARMAN



(looking behind her)



What guys?



INT: MICHAEL’S HOUSE - SON’S ROOM -LATE EVENING



Half drunk and exhausted, Michael routinely checks his son’s 
room and finds the unmade bed as he had left it.  

Suddenly, HE NOTICES THE MISSING DRAWINGS on the wall, he 
charges over the dresser and discovers the missing 
photographs. He’s enraged and screams: 



MICHAEL



THAT BITCH!



He SLAMS HIS FIST AGAINST THE DRESSER, many of the remaining 
photographs and clay figurines tip over. A torn piece of tape 
is all that’s left of his favorite drawing.

He races out of the room, down the steps and out the front 
door. 



EXT: MEGAN’S TOWNHOUSE - MINUTES LATER



Pounding on her door, Michael finally sees a light turn on 
from the inside.



INT: FOYER



MEGAN BROOKS, in her white robe, peeps through the door 
sight. She LEANS HER FACE AGAINST THE DOOR and groans in 
dread. 



MEGAN
Shit ... GO HOME MICHAEL! 

MICHAEL



(convincingly) I just want to talk, 
let me in Megan ... please let me 
in. 

Unbolting and unchaining the door, she barely turns the knob 
when HE BLASTS THROUGH THE DOOR, shoulder first, knocking her 
to the floor. 
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Charging past her, he immediately starts searching the 
premises. 



MICHAEL



Where are they!



MEGAN
(hysterical)



Get out of my house now or I’ll 
call the police, I swear I will! 

THROWING THE CORDLESS PHONE AT HER, it hits the wall and 
EXPLODES INTO PIECES.  

MICHAEL



Call them, we can tell them how you 
broke into my house and stole my 
property. 



She stands up and matches his fury.  



MEGAN
Those pictures are half mine and 
you know it. 

MICHAEL



You lost your half when you walked 
out on me. 



MEGAN
You left me the day you blamed me 
for Sam’s disappearance. 



MICHAEL



Give me the pictures or I’ll tear 
this place apart. 

MEGAN RUSHES INTO THE DINNING ROOM and frantically gathers 
the drawings spread out on the table. Michael is right behind 
her. 

MICHAEL



GIVE THEM TO ME!



MEGAN
THEY’RE MINE!

Grabbing the drawing stack in her hands, it turns into a tug 
of war, THE TOP DRAWING RIPS IN TWO, the rest spill out on 
the table.  
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Each holds their wrinkled and torn piece of a family torn 
apart. The desecration stuns them for moment. 



MEGAN
Now look at what you’ve done ... 
You think you’re the only one who’s 
suffering, HE WAS MY SON TOO! 



MEGAN BREAKS DOWN IN TEARS and hands over the drawings. She 
sits in defeat sobbing uncontrollably.  

MEGAN
He was my son too ... 

MICHAEL



Was? So you buried him already?  
Well he still is my son and I’m 
never losing hope that I’ll find 
him.  



MEGAN
Take them and get out. 
(weeping)
... GET OUT!! ...

He takes one last look at the precious drawings strewn out on 
the floor and leaves without his torn half.  



INT: THE AGENCY - MT HOOD OREGON - FRIDAY AFTERNOON

COLONEL SIMON FLETCHER, a tightly clipped man chiseled from 
years of discipline, marches into his Operations Director’s  
office on a mission. 



MAJOR PETER BANNING is startled by his presence, behind him 
is a wall of glass displaying a spectacular panoramic view of 
the foothills of Mt. Hood.   



MAJOR BANNING
Colonel, I thought you were in 
Washington?



COLONEL FLETCHER



I WAS. 



Reaching the major’s desk, he TOSSES A PATENT APPLICATION in 
front of him.

COLONEL FLETCHER



Look what our document sniffers 
turned up at the Patent Office. Not 
exactly a novel idea is it?
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MAJOR BANNING
(reading the title)



USING BIOMETALLIC CRYSTALS IN A 
HUMAN TRACKING SYSTEM ... 

The Major swims in shock and the potential ramifications.



MAJOR BANNING
I’ll be damned. 



COLONEL FLETCHER



No, we’ll all be damned if this 
gets out. You’re the best we have 
at cleaning up messes like this and 
you’re going to handle this one 
personally. Not a trace of his 
research is to exist outside the 
Agency. I want Level One 
surveillance for a year on anyone 
he could have talked to, family, 
friends, work associates ...



MAJOR BANNING
What about Mr. Brooks?

COLONEL FLETCHER
We’re looking at a man whose son 
was abducted and never heard from 
again. His wife divorced him a year 
later, I’d say he’s a man overcome 
with grief ... You finish the story 
Major. I’ll give you twenty four 
hours to finish this story. 



The Major continues to page through the Patent Application.

MAJOR BANNING
He’s trying to save kids. 

Sensing a sympathetic tone, the Colonel’s resolve is ignited.  



COLONEL FLETCHER



The poor Son of a Bitch looked 
under the wrong rock, and now it’s 
going to fall on him. Sacrifices 
are made to preserve this nation’s 
security, ARE WE CLEAR ON THIS! 

MAJOR BANNING
We’re clear. 
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COLONEL FLETCHER



Now get going, you’re late for your 
own briefing. 

INT: BRIEFING ROOM -MINUTES LATER



MAJOR BANNING ENTERS A LARGE CONFERENCE ROOM and takes his 
place at the end of long table surrounded by high back 
leather chairs. 



ANALYSTS AND AGENTS on both sides sit patiently behind their 
research displayed on notebook computers. 

A MOSAIC OF PLASMA SCREENS in the front of the room display 
images of Michael, his family, his home, his workplace, and 
defining moments in his life. 



Silence eerily fills the room as the Major fixates on 
Michael’s image on the main screen. 

MAJOR BANNING
Does he know about us? 

The oddest of opening questions. And one they couldn’t 
answer. Their eyes dart back and forth nervously looking for 
someone who could. 



INT: LUNCH ROOM - SAFE-TRACK CORPORATION 

Banging on the plexiglass window of the VENDING MACHINE, 
Michael shows his frustration as his bag of chips gets hung 
up in the spiral dispenser. 



CARMAN



That’s what you get for eating 
lunch out of a machine. 

Plugging more change in the machine, he’s determined to get 
the chips. 



MICHAEL



Machines are evil. 



The spiral dispenser turns once again and Michael retrieves 
two bags of chips. 



MICHAEL



Were you out late last night?
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CARMAN



Depends on what you consider late. 
So ... do know who was in charge of 
booking our flights to Minneapolis? 



Pouring the last of her cream into her coffee, Carmen walks 
as she talks, she’s in a hurry. 

MICHAEL



Let me guess?

CARMAN



We’re sitting next to each other in 
first class. Oh, and the whole “I’m 
not ready” thing, I happen to think 
it’s sweet. What you need are a few 
good friends to help you through 
this. 



MICHAEL



Carmen, I’ve been meaning to ask 
you. Have you been back in my lab 
in the last few weeks. 

Carmen backs into the door and holds it open with her bottom.  



CARMAN



Your lab ... oh I don’t go back 
there. Why, do you want me too? 

MICHAEL



(thinking to himself) 
... sure, I’ll give the nickel tour 
someday. 

CARMAN



It’s a date then. Well, I’m off to 
do the e:mail thing, see you at the 
airport. 

She leaves the lunchroom. The salty chips bring Michael to 
the water fountain. Deep in thought, he FREEZES AND STARES AT 
THE STREAM OF WATER that arcs up out of the fountain. 



Reaching for a Styrofoam cup, he fills the cup with water and 
races out of the lunchroom. 



INT: IN THE LAB 



ISOLATING THE WATER CUP, he sets the beam angle on his radar 
gun to a tight angle. Clearing the display, he aims the gun 
at it and pulls the trigger. IT REGISTERS A SIGNATURE. 
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He slumps back in his lab chair, completely baffled.

MICHAEL



They’re in the water. 

INT: BRIEFING ROOM -THE AGENCY



All new images on the screens. Banning sets a feverish pace, 
the team starts to buckle under the stress.   



MAJOR BANNING 
Where is he now?



ANALYST 1
Safe-Track sir, alone in his lab.

ANALYST 2
He’s scheduled to depart Denver 
International Airport at 2:15 PM 
Mountain Time ... Northwest 212 ... 
arrives Minneapolis 4:35 PM. 



ANALYST 3
Party starts at 6:30 in the 
Downtown Hilton main ballroom ...

MAJOR BANNING
Save it, when’s his flight home?

ANALYST 3
Departs Minneapolis Saturday 
morning 9:30 am, arrives Denver 
11:45.



MAJOR BANNING
Perfect. Frank, you lead the 
Minneapolis Team for a look and 
listen. Reps and dealers will be 
there, find out if he’s talking 
future technology with any of them. 
If he’s a typical inventor he’s 
keeping his mouth shut until his 
idea is protected at the PTO. Under 
no circumstances are you to make 
direct contact. 



FRANK TAGGERT, a Field Commander, whose career ambitions rise 
exponentially with his age, gives a confident nod. 

TAGGERT



I’m all over it. 
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MAJOR BANNING
Bob, you lead the Home Team. I want  
a post trace on Brooks extending 
back a full year, identify all 
primary contacts. I want active 
surveillance in place on all 
contacts by Monday morning. If 
anyone breathes a word about Dr. 
Brooks or his research I want to 
know about it. 



Chief Analyst BOB WILLIAMS shows concern. Big mistake. 



MAJOR BANNING
(angry) 
Let me spell it out for you. This 
man threatens the very existence of 
this Agency. The security of this 
great nation of ours has been 
threatened. You pull in who you 
need, you do what it takes. DO YOU 
UNDERSTAND!



WILLIAMS
Yes Sir, it’s as good as done sir. 



MAJOR BANNING
That’s better ... now I’ll lead the 
Colorado Team and scrub his 
residence and workplace. I will 
personally make first contact and 
bring him in when he returns from 
Minneapolis in the morning. 
(standing straight up) 
Let’s go to work gentlemen, I’ll 
expect status reports from all team 
leads every three hours. 



Snapping the pages of his notes shut, Banning makes a brisk 
exit. 



Notebook screens snap shut across the table as the rest of 
the team scurries to follow. 



WILLIAMS
I’ve had colonascopies less painful 
than that. 



TAGGERT



You won’t have an asshole if you 
miss your deadline. 
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INT: HILTON BALLROOM- MINNEAPOLIS, FRIDAY EVENING

It’s a GRAND AFFAIR in the hotel’s main ballroom. Huge 
chandeliers compete with candles on fully dressed tables to 
illuminate the festivities.   



The crowd finishes their meal to the passionate closing 
remarks of Grant Conners who stands at the podium with tears 
in his eyes.  

GRANT
... five years ago, I was looking 
to start a business. Today I looked 
into the eyes of a boy who taught 
me it’s not a business at all. It’s 
a mission ... a mission to save our 
children ... I’m asking you all 
here tonight. Join us in keeping 
our children safe.

Grant looks down at the head table and shares a smile with 
six year old Andrew who sits between his parents at the head 
table. Grant lifts his champagne high into the air and sweeps 
it across the ballroom.  



GRANT
To Andrew. To a long, to a rich, 
and to a safe life.  



THE CROWD
(sipping then clapping)
To Andrew. 



Michael sets down his glass as Carman primps herself. 



CARMAN



He’s laying it on thick tonight ... 
how do I look?

MICHAEL



(not looking at her)



You look great. 



RACHEL



Carman quick, Channel Five is 
panning the room, smile! 



Both women flash fake grins for the panning camera. Michael 
and a lab technician roll their eyes and shake their heads in 
disbelief. 
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Detective Peters taps Michael on the shoulder. Michael stands 
to greet two men. 

DETECTIVE PETERS



(shaking hands)



Mr. Brooks, I’m Detective Peters 
and this is Detective Ramsey, we 
were the arresting officers in this 
case. 



DETECTIVE RAMSEY



You made it easy for us, like 
taking candy from a baby. A fifty  
mile range, that’s a hell of a chip 
you invented. 

DETECTIVE PETERS



I want these things in my kids but 
my wife is worried they could leak 
being implanted and all. 



MICHAEL



The circuit is completely encased 
in Lexan, a high impact plastic. 
There’s no way they’ll leak, 
they’re completely safe. 



Still clutching his hand, he gives the detective a most 
assuring look. 



MICHAEL



Put them in your kids. 

An exuberant CEO interrupts the friendly exchange. 

GRANT
Sorry to interrupt, CNN is 
interviewing the family now, they 
want to meet you Michael.  

CARMAN



(eavesdropping)



Can I come! 



INT: SMALL CONFERENCE ROOM ADJACENT TO BALL ROOM



Escaping the noise of the live band which had just begun to 
play, Grant escorts Michael to a small press room with  
clusters of reporters and camera men from local and national 
news stations.
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Andrew’s interview is the center of the reporter’s attention. 
His parents stay close for support, they are more unraveled 
than their son. 



Grant, oblivious to the reporters agenda, leads Michael 
directly to the boy and both men kneel in front of him. 



GRANT
Andrew, this is the man who made 
the chip that’s in your body. 



The boy smiles and embraces Michael who isn’t prepared for an 
emotional moment. Michael puts his arms around the boy and 
holds him tight.  

CNN REPORTER



Oh this is good, this is good, Jack 
give me a close up. 



All lenses focus on the scene, reporters rush in with their 
microphones. 

CNN REPORTER 
Dr. Brooks, how does it feel to be 
a hero? 

Something happens. Michael never hears her, his mouth quivers 
as he fights off tears. He holds on tightly to the boy. 



CNN REPORTER



Dr. Brooks?



He holds on too long. 

ANDREW



Let go of me. 

Sensing his friend is in trouble, Grant tenderly attempts to 
pull Michael’s arms off the boy. 



GRANT
Michael, that’s enough okay, let 
the boy go.  

He doesn’t let go. 



ANDREW



LET GO OF ME!

Parents rush in. Cameras are cut. Confusion spreads. Grant 
has to physically remove Michael’s arms. 
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GRANT
MICHAEL, That’s enough. LET HIM GO.



Grant helps a confused and disoriented Michael to his feet. 
The boy runs crying to his mother. 

CNN REPORTER



Would someone please tell me what’s 
going on here? 



GRANT
The man lost his own son to an 
abduction, it’s an emotional moment 
Margret, please. We can finish the 
interview in a minute.   



Grant swiftly leads Michael away from the reporters.  



INT: HOTEL HALL



Hidden from view, Grant shows his fury. 

GRANT
What just happened in there? You 
had to go psycho on me in front of 
the networks! Do you know what this 
night means to this company? 



MICHAEL



(disoriented) I’m sorry. 



GRANT
When I took you into this company I 
warned you your work wasn’t going 
to bring Samuel back. No matter how 
many kids we save, it won’t bring 
him back. 



(no response) 
If you can’t help yourself then I 
will. You’re on a mandatory paid 
leave, the next call I get is going 
to be from your psychiatrist. Do 
you understand me, you will not 
return to work until I hear from 
your psychiatrist. Now get out of 
here. 



Like a lost little boy, Michael shuffles towards the door. 
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GRANT
Get some help! 



(no reply) 



Ahhhhh! 

Grant waves him off and repaints a face for the reporters as 
he walks back into the press room.  

A silent witness to the entire exchange, Taggert watches from 
behind the pay phones as Michael leans heavily against the 
wall and collects his thoughts. 

Finding privacy, Taggert places a call on his cell phone. 

INT: MICHAEL’S HOUSE - SAMUEL’S BEDROOM 

With thin latex gloves on his hands, Banning picks up a 
picture of Samuel and his father with one hand, as he holds a 
cell phone in the other. 

MAJOR BANNING
... we couldn’t have scripted a 
better exit. When Conners finally 
does check on him he’ll be 
classified missing and a probable 
suicide. It’s perfect. 
(beat)



Stay on him Frank, keep up the good 
work. 



Banning pockets his phone and stares intently at the boy 
smiling in the picture. He carefully replaces the picture in 
the exact spot from which he took it.  



CLEANER



Sir, we found the files on the hard 
drive, and hard copy in his file 
cabinet. 

MAJOR BANNING
Keep looking, there’s another copy. 
There’s always another copy. 



AGENT
Yes sir, if it’s here my men will 
find it. 

Banning gazes at the family drawings on the wall. 

MAJOR BANNING
I’m sure you will. 
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INT: HILTON HOTEL- MICHAEL’S ROOM



On the end of the bed, in the dark shadows, motionless, 
silent, still, Michael sits. Thinking. Remembering. 

INT: MINNEAPOLIS INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT - SATURDAY AM

Still dazed and daydreaming, Michael sits at the gate until 
Carmen RAPS HIM ON THE HEAD with a folded newspaper. 



CARMAN



That’s what you get for abandoning 
me last night. Some date you are. 

MICHAEL



(startled) Carmen ... oh, I’m 
sorry, I’ll make it up to you I 
promise. 

CARMAN



Your loss. I found a nice young 
local boy to show me the sights. So 
where’d you run off too anyway? 

MICHAEL



I went for a walk. I wasn’t in my 
right mind. Too much champagne I 
think.



CARMAN



You can never have too much 
champagne. Don’t ever leave me like 
that again. I’m beginning to think 
your not hopelessly in love with me 
after all. 



Inconspicuously perched next to the drinking fountains, 
Taggert places a call as he watches his prey. 

TAGGERT



It’s Taggert. I’m at the Airport, 
our boy is right on schedule. 
(beat) 



Yes sir, I’m all over it. 
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INT: SAFE-TRACK CORPORATION -LAB -MID AFTERNOON SATURDAY 



Half a dozen CLEANERS sweep the lab clean of all trace 
residues, carefully bottling, labeling and packing away all 
chemical building blocks.  

Another group extracts the hard drives from all lab 
computers, as yet another group painstakingly classifies all 
material from the desk drawers.  



Banning bounds into the lab, checks his watch, and 
orchestrates his team into action. 

MAJOR BANNING
Gentlemen, you’ve got ten minutes 
to rap it up. The target is on his 
way to work. We don’t want to spook 
him now do we.
(spying the chemical extraction 
equipment)



You guys would scare the hell out 
of me that’s for sure. Let’s do it, 
ten minutes. 

He leaves to inform the rest of the CLEANERS scattered about 
in the main office area.  

CLEANER IN CHARGE
Yes sir. You heard the man, let’s 
wrap it up. 



INT: SAFE-TRACK CORPORATION -LAB, 20 MINUTES LATER

The lights are on in the lab. 



Michael enters cautiously. Things are out of place. Things 
are missing. 

His heart races when he sees a man sitting at his desk, 
reading one of his lab notebooks. 



MAJOR BANNING
(closing the notebook) 
It really is a revolutionary idea 
you know. But I’m afraid we beat 
you to it. 



MICHAEL



Who are you?
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(MORE)

MAJOR BANNING
Where are my manners. 

Banning stands and pulls out a card. He hands it to him. 



MAJOR BANNING
Peter Banning. I’m an Operations 
Director for a division of the 
National Security Administration. 

He reads the card, it appears authentic.   

MICHAEL



They send the NSA to tell me my 
Patent Application has been denied. 



MAJOR BANNING
No. They send the NSA out when 
someone tries to publish our best 
kept secret. 

MICHAEL



You put the crystals in the water. 



It’s a complication Banning hoped he didn’t need to deal 
with. He masks his concern with admiration.  



MAJOR BANNING
Now I am impressed. 



Banning sits back down and motions for Michael to do the 
same. 



MAJOR BANNING
Yes, we put them in the water. We 
put in fluoride to save your teeth 
and we put in tracer crystals to 
save your ass. 



MICHAEL



And where does the right to privacy 
fit in. If people knew you were 
tracking their every move they’d 
turn you off like a light switch. 

MAJOR BANNING
(no longer amused)
Typical knee jerk response. Tell me 
Michael, what good are rights to a 
dead man. 
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MAJOR BANNING(cont'd)
Ever wonder why a terrorist has 
never detonated a nuclear device on 
American soil even though the plans 
to build one have been on the web 
for years? 



(no response) 
Well it did happen, or at least it 
would have, three times over if it 
wasn’t for our ability to track 
suspected terrorists. So don’t 
preach to me about rights when your 
very life depends on the Agency. 

MICHAEL



So why not let people decide for 
themselves?



MAJOR BANNING
Because they’re like you. More 
interested in what they think is 
right than in staying alive. So 
we’ll make the tough decisions for 
them. And they can continue to 
enjoy their freedom without ever 
knowing it’s true cost. 



MICHAEL



I didn’t do anything wrong. 



MAJOR BANNING
I know ... I know. We just want you 
to vacation with us in Oregon for a 
few days, that’s all. Answer a few 
questions and we’ll have you home 
in no time. 



Michael knows he’s in trouble, but can only guess at how 
much. 



INT: AGENCY PRIVATE AIRPORT- MT HOOD OR - EVENING

The dull roar of twin jet engines shake the tranquil 
landscape as the jet lowers it’s landing gear. 



Postcard landscapes are everywhere, pines tower towards the 
magnificent snow covered peaks of Mt. Hood. It’s wilderness 
at it’s best. 

The SCREECHING WHEELS touch down on the tarmac as reverse 
thrusters thunder the plane to a stop. 
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EXT: AGENCY -FRONT GATE 



ARMED SECURITY GUARDS greet Major Banning. Eyes peer into the 
car windows and probe each passenger. 



The sight of LOADED WEAPONS breaths new fear into Michael. 

GUARD
Evening Major, you’re here late. 

MAJOR BANNING
Our work never keeps time Sargent. 



GUARD
Ain’t that the truth. 
(motions to his counterpart)



Let ‘em through. 

INT: TRANSITIONAL HOUSING -AGENCY 



With the charm of a seasoned realtor, Banning welcomes 
Michael to his new home, a condominium decorated tastefully 
in various pastels.  



They enter a main living area with a staircase that follows a 
vaulted ceiling up to a bedroom loft. 



MAJOR BANNING
I trust you’ll be quite comfortable 
here. These condos are mostly used 
by our field agents. 



Banning leads Michael to a computer and enters a point and 
click application program. 

MAJOR BANNING
Anything that you don’t find in the 
refrigerator or here on campus, you 
can order from here. Meals, movies, 
clothes, anything, it’s a button 
push away and it’s all on us. 
Delivery is usually within the 
hour. 



MICHAEL



And if I want to pick it up myself?



The Major smiles and pats his shoulder. 
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MAJOR BANNING
Always testing the limits like a 
good research scientist. 



Suddenly, things get serious. 



MAJOR BANNING
There are no fences or barbed wire 
here, they’re all relics of the 
past thanks to ingenious men like 
yourself. Your trace is registered 
in our system. We drew a circle 
around you, cross it and you’ll be 
picked up within minutes. You can 
run, but I assure you, you cannot 
hide. Not on this planet anyway. 
(leaving) 



Now it’s been a long day for both 
of us, get some sleep. I’ll send a 
man for you at eight o’clock sharp. 



EXT: TRANSITIONAL HOUSING- BACKYARD BENCH 

Gazing at a MYRIAD OF STARS in a pitch black sky, ELLIE 
PORTER, a very attractive, athletic blond in her early 
thirties, sits quietly on a wrought iron bench. It’s a warm 
sultry summer’s night. FIREFLIES BLINK on and off, competing 
for her attention.  

MICHAEL



The stars are out tonight. 

She calmly sips her coffee, as if trained not to be startled 
by voices in the darkness. She doesn’t care to look behind 
her, her eyes remain on the show.  

ELLIE
It’s the shooting ones I’m looking 
for. We’re at the tail end of a 
meteor shower. There’s still about 
one a minute ... see (pointing to a 
streak of light) 

MICHAEL



Oh ya ... I don’t remember seeing 
such a black sky. There’s to much 
ground clutter where I come from. 
Not that I ever take time to look 
up. 
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ELLIE
Well then, you’re in for a treat. 
Have a seat. 

Their eyes finally meet, dim yard lights illuminate a complex 
man stirring with emotion. There is an instant connection.  

ELLIE
... I thought all the field boys 
pulled out yesterday. 

MICHAEL



Thanks ...



He sits down and lifts his face to the sky. 



MICHAEL



I don’t work here, I’m just 
visiting. 



ELLIE
(laughs) 
Now that’s a good one. Ellie 
Porter.



(extending a hand) 



I thought I knew most of the new 
guys. 



Michael takes her hand, he’s almost to drained to shake it. 

MICHAEL



Michael Brooks ... did I miss 
something? 



ELLIE
That’s the one thing the Agency 
doesn’t have ... visitors. 

MICHAEL



Why is that



ELLIE
Are you for real. And I suppose 
you’re not wearing the Eye.  



Reaching up, she delicately touches behind his ear. She can’t 
feel it. Confused, he reaches up and slowly brings her hand 
down with his. 



ELLIE
My God ... Who are you?
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MICHAEL



What is the Eye? 

ELLIE
Tell me who you are?



MICHAEL



I found the crystals in the water. 



With the look of pity and the voice of doom, Ellie shakes her 
head. 



ELLIE
No ... no. 



MICHAEL



Tell me about the Eye.

She hesitates.

MICHAEL



Please ...



She trusts her instincts. 

ELLIE
Everyone who knows about the Agency 
has to wear one, it’s how they 
enforce their secrecy. They 
surgically implant an optical 
sensor in your cornea and an audio 
receiver in your ear.
(beat) 



They see what you see, they hear 
what you hear. Breath a word about 
the Agency and you’d be picked up 
in an hour. God knows what they’d 
do after that. 



MICHAEL



Transparent semiconductors don’t 
exist yet. 



ELLIE
You’re obviously from the private 
sector. You’d be amazed what 
exists.



Michael feels behind his ear. 



MICHAEL



Why did you touch my ear.
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ELLIE
The transmitter takes power, it’s a 
larger implant they put behind your 
ear. There’s always a lump right 
here. 



She softly directs his fingers to the site. He returns the 
favor and reaches behind her ear but feels nothing. 

MICHAEL



I don’t feel it. 

ELLIE
That’s because I’m not wearing one. 



MICHAEL



But you told me ...



ELLIE
I’d rather be a prisoner here than 
let some twisted old man watch my 
every move.  
(beat) 



My privacy means more to me than my 
freedom. 

MICHAEL



You can’t leave this place. 



ELLIE
No ... it’s a life sentence. 



Michael stands straight up, reality hits him like a gunshot. 
He struggles to understand then begs for the courage to ask 
the question. 

MICHAEL



They’re not going to let me go 
either are they?  

As one lied to so many times, she cannot bear to do it 
herself.  



ELLIE
I’m sorry. 



INT: BANNING’S OFFICE - SUNDAY MORNING



DR. JASON SPENCER, a veteran research scientist with a mile 
long track record of success, is clearly out of his element.   



He stands bewildered by his latest assignment. 
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DR. SPENCER



I don’t understand, you want me to 
answer all of Dr. Brook’s 
questions?



MAJOR BANNING
Where he’s going it doesn’t matter 
what he knows about us. If we 
answer his questions, he’ll be 
inclined to answer ours. 



DR. SPENCER



I read his patent. It’s excellent 
work. 



MAJOR BANNING
Perfect. You admire him. Nothing 
sets a man at ease more than a man 
who understands and respects his 
accomplishments. 
(checking his watch) 



Now you’d better get going, I told 
him you’d pick him up at 8:00 
sharp. Give him the tour, I’ll 
catch up to you two later. 

DR. SPENCER



Yes sir. 

MAJOR BANNING
Oh, one last thing. 



DR. SPENCER



Yes sir?

MAJOR BANNING
Smile ... relax. Make him feel ... 
(searching for the word) ... 
comfortable. 

DR. SPENCER



Comfortable ... right. Thank you 
sir. 

INT: DISCOVERY BUILDING, MAIN LOBBY 8:30 AM 



A TOWERING GLASS ATRIUM proudly greets Michael and his escort 
as they enter the Agency headquarters. 



Glass is everywhere, the mountain scenes shine through from 
every angle. Marble floors and stainless furniture surround a 
lush garden waterfall.  
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No receptionist, no sign-in desk. 



MICHAEL



A whole lot of flash for a place 
that doesn’t exist. 



DR. SPENCER



We’re the crown jewel of our 
nation’s intelligence, our funding 
echos that.



INT: AGENCY LAB 



The two men proceed down a long curved hallway. There isn’t a 
flat or translucent wall in the building. It’s an open design 
with everything in plain view. 

Stopping at what looks like a central hub, Michael looks down 
on DILIGENT TECHNICIANS and SCIENTISTS pursuing their duties 
in a lab clothed in the finest equipment. 

MICHAEL



No wonder you discovered it first. 



DR. SPENCER



We have thirty of the most 
brilliant chemists and physicists 
in the world on our staff. 
(beat) 



And you’d put them all to shame if 
they knew what you accomplished by 
yourself. 



MICHAEL



(pointing)



What is that device. 



DR. SPENCER



It’s a plasma coater. I notice you 
sputter coated the dendrites with 
chromium. Your crystals wouldn’t 
have lasted a year in their hosts, 
chromium is prone to oxidation. We 
plasma coat omimum tetroxide, it 
lasts a lifetime. 

The gap widens between Dr. Spencer, who wants to continue to 
the next site, and Michael who remains fixated on the lab. 
He’s slow to follow. 
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(MORE)

MICHAEL



How many people are infected with 
the crystals?

DR. SPENCER



Infected? I’m not sure I like that 
term. We’ve inoculated about ninety 
percent of the US population and 
about sixty percent OUS. 



MICHAEL



How do you track millions of people 
with a few hundred agents? 

DR. SPENCER



Twenty four GPS Satellites keep 
track for us. Them and a room full 
of computers. 

MICHAEL



The Global Positioning System?



DR. SPENCER



You didn’t think we launched all 
those satellites so you could find 
your favorite fishing hole did you? 



INT: OUTSIDE THE GLASS WALLED COMPUTER ROOM

Stacks upon stacks of computers and disk arrays are arranged 
on towering shelves like a silicon library.  



A long row of I.T. TECHNICIANS monitor the activities of 
billions of routines while cubes of programmers write new 
ones. 



DR. SPENCER



It’s not what you think you know.
(beat)



No one gives a damn about what you 
do on Saturday night. We’re only 
after the bad guys. 



It’s an amazing sight to behold. So many computers in one 
place. 



DR. SPENCER



The computers keep track of those 
on the List. We write custom 
surveillance routines on each 
target. 
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DR. SPENCER(cont'd)
Artificial Intelligence, Voice 
Recognition, Pattern Analysis, we 
use it all. Only when a condition 
is violated does an analyst get 
involved. 



MICHAEL



Why all the disc arrays?



DR. SPENCER



Most of what we do is post trace 
analysis. Every twenty seconds your 
position is recorded and stored 
away on one of those drives. Just 
in case we may need it someday. 

MICHAEL



So much for the criminal justice 
system. 

DR. SPENCER



Some disasters we have to live 
with. Agency intervention would 
lead to questions, the beginning of 
the end for us. We stick to matters 
of national security.  

MICHAEL



How do you know it’s my trace 
you’re monitoring.

DR. SPENCER



You are a quick study. 
(beat)



We call it Registration. We link 
individual traces to names wherever 
people naturally provide their 
identification. Airports, Voter 
Registration, DMV licensing, school 
immunizations ...

Wait a minute. 



MICHAEL



Schools! 

Michael grabs Spencer’s arm. 



MICHAEL



You register children?

From behind, a reassuring hand rests on his shoulder. 
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MAJOR BANNING
That’s right Michael, Samuel has 
been registered with the Agency. 
Every move he’s made in the last 
five years is stored out there on 
one of our discs.  



Turning around he finds Taggert and Banning standing tall. 
Michael’s eyes blaze in intensity. 

MICHAEL



What do you want from me?



MAJOR BANNING
We’re not the evil Big Brother now 
are we. We’re the ones who can tell 
you the truth about what happened 
to your son. 

MICHAEL



Tell me what you want. 

Banning basks for a moment, relishing his position of power. 
He warms things up. 



MAJOR BANNING
Just your continued cooperation, 
that’s all. Which reminds me, we 
found backup discs at your home 
computer and in the lab at Safe-
Track. Are there any other copies 
we should know about?



MICHAEL



In my car, under the spare tire. 
That’s the last copy. 

MAJOR BANNING
(to Taggert) Check it out. 

Taggert marches off while Banning wraps a arm around 
Michael’s shoulder as they walk. 



MAJOR BANNING
Do you believe we’re sometimes 
better off not knowing the truth?

MICHAEL



(stopping him) I need to know ... 
please. 

MAJOR BANNING
Very well then. 
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Reaching for a wireless device, Banning pushes a button and 
speaks:

MAJOR BANNING
Bob, gather your team and prepare a 
post trace on Samuel Brooks SS 
number 785-54-8943. Go back three 
years. We’ll be there in ten 
minutes. 

MICHAEL



Ten minutes ... for three years I 
begged for a solid lead and you 
could have found him in ten 
minutes. Who are you to hide this 
from the world. 



MAJOR BANNING
First you cry for rights and want 
to shut us down, now you want us to 
advertise. We’ll make a believer 
out of you yet. 



INT: BRIEFING ROOM -MINUTES LATER



Banning accompanies Michael into the large conference room, 
already filled with disciplined analysts downloading last 
minute intelligence for the interactive session. 

A BRIGHT SMILING IMAGE OF SAMUEL displayed on center screen 
ignites a surge of emotion inside his father. 



Taking a deep breath of courage, he sits.  

MICHAEL



Where is he?



MAJOR BANNING
Patience. Truth is found in the 
journey. We need to start at the 
beginning of the trail not the end. 



(beat)



Gentlemen, take us back to Saturday 
morning 10:30 am July 10th, 2001. 
Where is Samuel Brooks? 



The plasma screens come alive in the front of the room. 
Overhead satellite images and cross hairs pan over a 
residential neighborhood. 

Zoom operations FOCUS IN ON A SINGLE HOUSE. A green light 
marks the target signature in the backyard of the home. 
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ANALYST 1
10:30, 12 Oakhill Lane, Fort 
Collins ... Samuel is in the 
backyard. 



MICHAEL



That’s my house. 

ANALYST 2
Incrementing in five minute 
intervals ... 

The digital frame clock ticks forward five minutes per second 
as the green light jumps about the perimeter of the backyard 
at each successive satellite image. 

ANALYST 1
10:45, the boy is exiting the 
backyard, he has an escort. 



A red light marks the signature of the intruder. 

MAJOR BANNING
Who is he?



ANALYST 3
Derek Baxter ... white male, age 
forty six. 



His image replaces Samuel’s on screen, an impeccably groomed 
dyed hair deal maker. 

MAJOR BANNING
(to Michael) Know him?

MICHAEL



No. 

MAJOR BANNING
Give me more on Baxter. 



ANALYST 1
No criminal record ... divorced 
father of two girls ... marketing 
manager at Kline Pharmaceuticals in 
Boulder. 

MICHAEL



Wait. My wife works for Kline. Did 
he know her?
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MAJOR BANNING
Let’s stay on task. Where is Samuel 
now?

ANALYST 1
10:50, Samuel is on the move ... 
Baxter is taking him out of the 
city. ... heading west into the 
mountains. 



Satellite images zoom out, flashing red and green lights mark 
travel to the west. 

MAJOR BANNING
Next destination? 

ANALYST 2
Increasing time interval to ten 
minutes ... fifteen minutes. 



ANALYST 1
They’re stopping. 

ANALYST 3
Got it, 13:00, Grand Lake Colorado. 



MICHAEL



I know it. It’s a resort area in 
the mountains. 



ANALYST 1
Baxter owns property on the lake 
... 12 East Lake Road ... looks 
like a seasonal cabin. 

An overhead view of a heavily wooded shoreline appears on 
screen, then a cabin, resolution down to a pair of boats tied 
to the dock.   



ANALYST 2
13:10, Baxter has him in the cabin 
... I’m not getting much movement 
from the boy ... he’s probably 
confined to one room. 

A blue light approaches from the south. 

ANALYST 3
13:20, they have a visitor ... 

An elderly white haired man appears on screen. 
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ANALYST 1
Byron Schmidt, a neighbor to the 
south ... he’s on foot ... stopping 
at the front of the cabin, probably 
knocking or ringing the door bell. 



ANALYST 2
No response from Baxter, he’s still 
in the back of the cabin with 
Samuel ... 13:25, still no response 
... the neighbor is turning back. 

MAJOR BANNING
You’re drowning me in detail, give 
me Samuel’s next destination. 



ANALYST 2
... increasing time increment to 
thirty minutes ... forty five ... 

The digital clock scrolls faster and faster, the blue light 
quickly retracts off screen, the red light jitters back and 
forth inside the cabin. 



ANALYST 3
The boy’s not moving ... 



ANALYST 1
Found it sir ... Next day, 8:30. 
Changing increment back to five 
minutes. 

The red and green lights travel together and stop on an 
elevated ridge. 



ANALYST 1
8:35, Baxter’s taking him into the 
woods ... two hundred meters to the 
north. 

MICHAEL



Why would he bring him into the 
woods? 



The red light returns to the cabin leaving the green light 
motionless in all successive time frames. 

ANALYST 2
9:15, Baxter is returning to the 
cabin ... the boy is still in the 
woods. 
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MAJOR BANNING
Let’s move it along, next 
destination. 

The frame clock scrolls while the green light remains fixed. 
Several analysts punch away at their keyboards to no avail. 
They stop moments later and look up at each other, searching 
for a courageous spokesman. 



ANALYST 3
There isn’t any sir. That’s the 
boy’s final destination. 



Banning knows what it means though no one would know it. 
Michael senses the end. Panic sets in. 



MICHAEL



What does that mean, final 
destination? What happened to my 
son? 

MAJOR BANNING
The crystals remain in tact even 
upon the death of their hosts. 

MICHAEL



(shaking) You think he’s dead?



MAJOR BANNING
Samuel hasn’t moved in three years. 
Your son died the day after he was 
abducted from your home ... I’m 
sorry. 



The room falls silent for what seems to be an eternity. The 
truth slashes Michael across the belly spilling out his hope 
all over the floor. His lip quivers as he speaks:

MICHAEL



It doesn’t make any sense ... it 
doesn’t make any sense. 



MAJOR BANNING
These cases seldom have happy 
endings, you knew that coming in. 

MICHAEL



(desperate) I need to go to him. 

MAJOR BANNING
Not possible. 
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(MORE)

MICHAEL



Release me, just for a few days, 
please!



He’s faked sympathy long enough, Banning closes his case 
notes and stands. 

MAJOR BANNING
Mr. Williams, escort Mr. Brooks 
back to his room. If he gives you 
any trouble, call security. 



Banning clamps Michael’s shoulder with a firm grip and spins 
him back to reality.  

MAJOR BANNING
You wanted the truth, I gave it to 
you. Now I’ll give you the rest of 
the day to mourn the death of your 
son. Tomorrow, it’s your turn to 
give me the truth. 



(Motioning to his subordinates) 
Get him out of here!

EXT: TRANSITIONAL HOUSING- YARD BENCH - LATE AFTERNOON



Deep in despair, Michael looks at but doesn’t see the majesty 
nor splendor of Mt. Hood.  

Ellie jogs up fresh from her morning routine. She sits beside 
him in the lush grass and stretches. She follows his eyes to 
the mountain top. 

ELLIE
Little better view in the sunlight 
don’t you think? 

No response. 

ELLIE
You alright?



He doesn’t give her his eyes, just an empty, haunting voice. 

MICHAEL



The night before he disappeared his 
little league team was playing in 
the championship game. They were 
down by one run in the ninth 
inning. Samuel came up to bat with 
runners on first and second. 
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MICHAEL(cont'd)
We were all cheering him on when he 
belted a line drive double over the 
short stop. He won the game with a 
swing of the bat. 

ELLIE
You must have been so proud. 



MICHAEL



I was. 



Something in the way he said was. 



ELLIE
That bastard traced your son didn’t 
he. 

He finally looks her, void of all life. 

MICHAEL



There aren’t going to be anymore 
baseball games. 



ELLIE
I’m so sorry. 

Tears well up in his eyes but her compassion spills out on 
empty ground. He will not be comforted. 

Hurrying over to console him, he turns his back on her and 
walks back into his condo. 

ELLIE
Please stay ... 

He pauses for a moment at the sliding door, then disappears 
inside. 

EXT: TRANSITIONAL HOUSING- BACK YARD - SHORTLY AFTER SUNDOWN

Quietly sliding the patio door shut, the shadow of a man 
creeps towards the woods. 

ELLIE
Going somewhere?



The shadow becomes a man when the dim yard lights illuminate 
him. Ellie, leaning against the corner of the building 
complex, sips her coffee  

MICHAEL



Don’t you ever sleep?
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(MORE)

ELLIE
I know how you must feel ...



MICHAEL



Do you? 

ELLIE
You won’t make the highway. Your 
signature is on file, and you can’t 
dig the crystals out of your body. 



MICHAEL



No, but I can dissolve them. 



She moves out of the shadows towards him. She exhilarated. 

ELLIE
That’s not possible. 



MICHAEL



You must be from the government 
sector. You’d surprised what exists 
out there. 



He holds up a bottle of pills. 

MICHAEL



No parent would leave permanent 
tracers in their children once they 
were grown. 



ELLIE
I’m going with you. 



MICHAEL



I’m going home Ellie. Fort Collins 
is where I’ll find the truth about 
what really happened to Samuel. 

Walking away from her, she has to think fast as she follows 
behind. 

ELLIE
Fort Collins ... you’ll never make 
it! Would you stop and think for a 
minute! 

She holds him back. 



ELLIE
You’ve got ten hours tops before 
they discover you’re missing. 
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ELLIE(cont'd)
That’s ten hours to do your 
business and then walk away from 
everyone and everything you’ve ever 
known in your life because by 
morning they’ll be crawling all 
over them. 



He’s not convinced. 



ELLIE
We’re twelve hundred miles from 
Colorado. You can’t drive it in 
time, you can’t book a commercial 
flight in time. There’s only one 
way. 
(beat)



I can fly you there. 



MICHAEL



On what, your magic carpet? 



 ELLIE



A mile from here is the Agency’s 
airport. In hanger twelve is a 
Cessna 310 with a cruising speed of 
218 miles per hour. I can have you 
in Colorado in six hours. That 
gives you four hours to find your 
answers and get out. 



MICHAEL



How do you know all this? 

ELLIE
I spent four years in the Air 
Force. The Agency knew I loved to 
fly, it was one of my perks during 
recruitment. Before the honeymoon 
ended. 



Looking for signs of deceit, he looks deep into her eyes. 
Logic prevails as he begins to see her as his only hope. 



MICHAEL



The Agency coats their crystals 
with a compound I’m unfamiliar 
with. I don’t know if I can 
dissolve them. 



ELLIE
What are they going to do, lock us 
up?



He hands her the pills. They’re hiding in his Lipitor. 
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MICHAEL



The blue ones will free you. The 
white ones will just lower your 
cholesterol. 

She takes out a blue one and swallows it immediately. 



ELLIE
Thank you. 



MICHAEL



Bring me home Ellie. 



EXT: AGENCY AIRPORT 



Dense woodlands give way to a huge leveled expanse of mowed 
grassland. 



Dozens of hangers of various sizes crowd a runway outlined by 
an array of running lights. 



Michael follows Ellie to Hanger Ten, they stand in front of 
the huge sliding corrugated metal doors. Nervous, he scans 
for life in the deserted airfield. 

MICHAEL



Doesn’t anybody watch this place? 

ELLIE
The computers are watching. Any 
unauthorized traces in this area 
would instantly trigger an alarm. 

MICHAEL



They don’t see us. 



ELLIE
You did it Michael. Your pills 
work! 



MICHAEL



We’re free?



ELLIE
Not quite. 



(surveying the hanger) 
I still have to get us out of here. 
Wait here a minute.



She rounds the corner and disappears behind the building. 
Soon after the violent sounds of forced entry could be heard 
against the tranquil night sounds. 
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A light illuminates his shoes from underneath the door. More 
banging from inside until Ellie reappears to the squeal of 
rusty pulleys as she slides open the doors.  



The twin engine Cessna is much bigger than he imagined. 



MICHAEL



(helping push the massive doors) 
You sure you remember how to fly 
this thing? 



ELLIE
Relax, it’s just like riding a 
bike. 



MICHAEL



Yeah, only this bike can go up in a 
ball of flames. 



ELLIE
You worry too much. 



EXT: END OF THE RUNWAY 

With engines at full throttle, the small plane screams down 
the runway until it’s nose ROCKETS SKYWARD. Even with the 
rapid ascent, they just clear the tall pines.



Relieved to be airborne, Michael watches the Cessna’s 
flashing beacon dance off the tops of the trees. He Fiddles  
with the talk button on his Headset. 



MICHAEL



Now you’re the shooting star in the 
sky. 

ELLIE
Only we’re going up, not down. 

She bathes in complete joy as the reality of the moment sets 
in. The lights of Agency buildings fade behind as she flies 
into the vast expanse of freedom.  

EXT: IN THE AIR OVER FT. COLLINS -SIX HOURS LATER

The plane circles the city searching for a safe place to land 
in the dead of night. 

ELLIE
You’re right, there is a lot of 
ground clutter. 
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MICHAEL



The municipal airport is to the 
west ... there. 



He points to the dotted outline of a distant runway. 



EXT: ON THE GROUND -FT. COLLINS MUNICIPAL AIRPORT

It’s an uncontrolled airport. They land the plane safety 
under the guidance of runway lights triggered automatically 
by radio. Taxing to a row of hangers, Ellie shuts down the 
noisy engine. 

Finding a late model pickup truck parked nearby, they get in. 
Ellie tears into the steering housing with a flat blade screw 
driver. Pulling a wire out of her fanny pack, she attaches 
the allegator clips to the right terminals and fires up the 
engine. 

Michael can only watch a master at work.  

MICHAEL



What else do you carry in that 
purse? 



ELLIE
The usual ... where to?

MICHAEL



I need to talk to my ex wife first. 



ELLIE
If you don’t mind, I think I’ll 
wait in the car. 

Ellie sets the alarm on her watch. 

ELLIE
You have three and a half hours, 
then we’re out of here. Lead the 
way.  



Worn wheels spin and kick gravel as she tears out of the 
airport. 

EXT: MEGAN’S TOWNHOUSE -4:30 AM MONDAY MORNING



Ellie pulls in front of a well manicured townhouse amongst a 
sea of townhouses. Hanging baskets of colorful flowers make a 
desperate attempt to personalize her place. 
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(MORE)

ELLIE
I’ll be back in ten minutes, I need 
to call home while I still can. 

Lost in his own despair, he never hears her. He exits the cab 
and slams the door behind him. 

EXT: MEGAN’S TOWNHOUSE -FRONT DOOR



He pounds on the door. He pounds harder until a light comes 
on. 

INT: FOYER

MEGAN
(peeping through the door) Oh Shit, 
not again. 



EXT: FRONT DOOR



MICHAEL



Megan, open the door, we need to 
talk.

MEGAN (V.O.)



We’re done talking, now get out of 
here before I call the police. 

MICHAEL



I found Samuel. 



He listens through the door. He knows she heard. Suddenly, 
the door is unbolted and the security chain unlatched. The 
door opens a few inches. 



Michael reaches for the knob and slowly enters.



INT: FOYER



Megan stands in the tiled hallway, shaking as she points a 
snub nosed revolver at his midsection. 



MICHAEL



Nice gun Megan, what are you going 
to do now, shoot me? 



MEGAN
If I have to. 
(motions with the gun) 
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MEGAN(cont'd)
Stand over there where I can see 
you.  



He complies. 

MEGAN
If this is some kind of sick trick 
of yours ... 

MICHAEL



Who is Derek Baxter Megan? 

She gasps. He hits a nerve. 



MEGAN
(defensive) He works in Marketing. 
What does he have to do with Sam. 

MICHAEL



He killed him. 



MEGAN
No ... no, you’re lying!



She crumbles in front of him. He rushes her, grabs the gun 
out of her hand and shoves it in his front pocket for safe 
keeping.  



MICHAEL



(in a stern voice) 



Did you have an affair with him?

She weeps. 



MEGAN
He would never hurt Sam ... he 
wouldn’t hurt my boy.



MICHAEL



DID YOU HAVE AN AFFAIR WITH HIM?

She looks up, eyes riddled in shame. 



MEGAN
Yes ... 

MICHAEL



You brought this into our house. 

MEGAN
I broke it off. I wanted to give us 
another chance. 



It starts to make sense to him. 
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(MORE)

MICHAEL



When did you break it off?

She realizes, then collapses on the floor, wailing in her 
tears. 



MEGAN
Oh God ... no .... NOOOOOO!  



He clamps her shoulders, pulls her to her feet and shakes her 
like a rag doll.  

MICHAEL



WHEN?

MEGAN
The week before. 

MICHAEL



You end an affair the week before 
Sam disappears AND YOU DON’T TELL 
ME! WE COULD HAVE SAVED HIM! 



Enraged beyond control he rears his fist back to strike her. 
Something stops him. She doesn’t protect herself. 

MEGAN
Go ahead! 



MICHAEL



You always told me I blamed you for 
Samuel’s disappearance. Now you 
know why. 



He drops her in a ball of tears. She’s of no use anymore. Not 
worth punishing, and not worth consoling. He leaves without 
looking back. 

INT: PICKUP TRUCK - PARKED OUT FRONT

Michael climbs back into the passenger seat of the running 
truck. He looks over at Ellie who wipes her own tears. 



MICHAEL



What’s wrong?

ELLIE
I called my mom. They told her I 
died in the line of duty. I missed 
my own funeral. 



(beat)
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ELLIE(cont'd)
When I told her I was alive, she 
hung up on me. 



(wipes her eyes)



I haven’t talked to her in five 
years and she hung up on me. 



MICHAEL



When this is all over, we’ll go 
together to see your mother. 



ELLIE
It’s never going to be over. 



EXT: DEREK BAXTER’S RESIDENCE -5:30 AM MONDAY MORNING



They pull onto a street where parked cars are towed. Big 
houses on small lots, three story executive homes designed to 
impress. 

Michael holds a ripped page from a phone book. 



MICHAEL



Five twelve, the grey one. 

Ellie pulls over on the tree canopied boulevard. 

ELLIE
He’s not home.

MICHAEL



How do you know?



ELLIE
The papers on the stoop, I’d say 
he’s been gone three, maybe four 
days. 



MICHAEL



He’s at Grand Lake, it’s his cabin.   



ELLIE
How do you know that? He could be 
away on business for all you know. 

MICHAEL



I’ll take the chance. 

ELLIE
How far from here? 



MICHAEL



Four hours. Three and a half if we 
push it. 
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ELLIE
It’s too risky, they could beat us 
there. 



MICHAEL



You don’t need me. You’re better 
off without me anyway. 

ELLIE
Maybe. But you do need me. Whether 
you realize it or not. 

EXT: MAJOR BANNING’S OFFICE - 8:10 AM MONDAY MORNING

Gathering electronic field equipment from desk drawers as he 
talks, Banning is in a hurry. Taggert’s image is on the wall 
display as he speaks to him remotely:



MAJOR BANNING
... the jet is being fueled now. 
I’ll meet you and your team in ten 
minutes at the airport. I want a 
couple of shooters Frank, your best 
men.

SIMON FLETCHER STORMS IN mad as a hornet. 

COLONEL FLETCHER



When I asked you to mop up this 
mess, I didn’t tell you to kick 
over the goddamn bucket! 



MAJOR BANNING
(as if reciting from a manual) 
The crystals are inert. Impervious 
to any non-toxic substance 
ingestible by their human hosts. 
Our entire security system is based 
on that assumption. 



COLONEL FLETCHER



Assume this Major. If Mr. Brooks 
and Ms. Porter aren’t locked up in 
this facility by the end of the 
day, I will be forced to inform 
General Banks. And I’ll be hanging 
on to your ass when I go down for 
this, do I make myself clear? 



Pulling out his automatic pistol, Banning checks the chamber. 
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MAJOR BANNING
I know where they’re going. I’ll 
have them back before you leave 
work. 



Looping his black duffle over his shoulder, Banning marches 
past his commander. 



COLONEL FLETCHER



I’ll be watching you Major. I’LL BE 
WATCHING YOU! 

INT: PICKUP TRUCK -WINDING MOUNTAIN ROAD

The clumsy truck lists against it’s mushy struts as it winds 
through the narrow twisted roads. A morning mist blankets the 
valley. 

She drives too fast for the conditions. 

ELLIE
I’ve forgotten how exhilarating it 
is to drive. 

The truck swerves onto a poor excuse for a shoulder. 



MICHAEL



I think you’ve forgotten how to 
drive. Keep it on the road. 



ELLIE
We need to make up time ... 



He pulls something out of his pocket. It catches her 
attention. 



ELLIE
what is that ... a gun?

The barrel clicks as he slowly turns it, a bullet patiently 
waits in each chamber. 

MICHAEL



I think she bought it just for me. 
Too bad she didn’t have the courage 
to use it. 



ELLIE
Neither do you.



With lightning fast reflexes, she snatches it out of his hand 
and tucks it behind her. 
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MICHAEL



Give me back the gun Ellie. 



He reaches for it, she clenches his hand.

ELLIE
No one dies today Michael. 

MICHAEL



It’s none of your business. Now 
give me the gun!



ELLIE
You kill him and everything good in 
you dies with him. 



MICHAEL



I’M DEAD ALREADY! He made sure of 
that when he killed off everything 
I ever loved. 
(beat)



It’s his turn to pay.  

ELLIE
Don’t you see it? 

MICHAEL



See what?

ELLIE
He felt the same way you do right 
now. Your wife dumped him. Every 
thing he ever loved, taken away. 
She was going to pay too, and he 
was willing to kill, just like you. 



The mere thought of a comparison sickens him. 



MICHAEL



I’m not like him. 

ELLIE
That’s right, you’re not. So don’t 
act like him. His life is already 
over. Let justice run it’s own 
course. 

INT: AIRBORNE AGENCY JET - SOMEWHERE OVER WESTERN NEBRASKA

The LearJet Bomardier 800 cruises at close to the speed of 
sound just above the cloud deck. At 87 feet in length, it’s 
luxurious cabin has every amenity. 
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Taggert and Banning huddle around a small conference table 
analyzing satellite images of the Fort Collins Municipal 
Airport taken the day before.  

TAGGERT



They found the plane here, next to 
the northwest hanger. See the 
truck? It was stollen late last 
night. 



The next image is dark, the overhead view of the pickup 
barely discernible. Taggert plays with the contrast, it 
doesn’t help. 

TAGGERT



He dropped by his ex wife’s town 
home around 4:30, and then he paid 
a visit to Baxter’s home in 
Trenton. He wasn’t home, he’s been 
up at the cabin for the last few 
days.    

MAJOR BANNING
Where are they now?



TAGGERT



We lost visual contact when they 
entered the mountains, too much 
cloud cover. They’re heading to 
Grand Lake. I calculate their ETA 
at one hour.  

MAJOR BANNING
I want to be in that cabin when 
they arrive.  

TAGGERT



We have to land in Estes Park, I’ve 
got a team out of Denver meeting us 
there. 



(beat)



We can make it there in just under 
two hours.  



MAJOR BANNING
Forget it Frank, we land in Grand 
Lake.  



TAGGERT



There’s just a small mom and pop 
county airport. It’s for landing 
crop dusters, not 80 foot jets. 
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Taggert’s seen the look before. Another wrong answer. 



TAGGERT



There’s not enough runway! 

MAJOR BANNING
Then we ditch this plane if we have 
to, we’re landing in Grand Lake. 

Taggert closes the laptop screen and hides his voice from his 
comrades who begin to take notice. 

TAGGERT



You’re talking about risking the 
lives of my men.  

Banning hides nothing. 

MAJOR BANNING
There’s no coming home empty handed 
Frank. Do you hear what I’m saying? 
We will take the risk. Now get up 
there and find us a way.  

TAGGERT



Yes sir. 

EXT: EAST LAKE ROAD, CABIN DRIVEWAY 9:30 AM

Pulling over on the East Lake gravel road, Ellie parks the 
truck in front of a large black mailbox with Baxter spelled 
out in reflective letters. 

ELLIE
They’re coming. I can feel it. 

MICHAEL



You wait here. I need to do this 
alone. 



She holds him back. 



ELLIE
Remember, no one dies today. 



MICHAEL



That depends on him doesn’t it?

Michael jumps out of the truck. Ellie soon follows. 

ELLIE
Whatever you do, do it fast. 
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He ignores her as he walks down the long gravel drive. 



ELLIE
I’ll watch your back. 
(he’s out of ear shot) ... I’ll 
watch your back. 

EXT: GRANT COUNTY AIRPORT - NEAR GRAND LAKE -MINUTES LATER

A young bush pilot and his drinking buddy are lured out of 
their hanger by the whining sound of jet engines being 
throttled back.  

BUSH PILOT



You gotta be shitin me.  



Dropping like a rock out of the sky, the jet slams down on 
the front of the runway and immediately fires it’s reverse 
thrusters and brakes. 

DRINKING BUDDY
Can they land that big thing here? 



BUSH PILOT



Hell no! 
(racing for his truck)
Call the sheriff, get Fire and 
Rescue out here, NOW! 

Smoking, screeching wheels stay locked as the 80 foot jet  
skids off the front of the runaway. 

The nose gear digs into the sod until the plane starts 
sliding on it’s underbelly. Listing hard right, the nose 
buries itself into an embankment causing the tail section to 
pivot, buckling the main fuselage. 

Just like that, it’s over. The crumpled plane sits at the 
edge of the tree line, a plowed muddy trail behind it. 



INT: IN THE PLANE

The main cabin is in shambles, DEBRIS IS EVERYWHERE. The 
groans of men realizing they’re still alive. 



Banning pulls the red latch and kicks the emergency door out 
into the grass. He jumps down onto the grass just as the 4X4  
jumps the embankment and skids to a stop in front of him. The 
bush pilot raves about the show:  
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BUSH PILOT



WHUEEE! You just missed them trees! 
You boys don’t know how lucky you 
are! 

Taggert climbs out, still collecting his wits. Banning is 
more interested in sizing up his new wheels.   



MAJOR BANNING
Frank, assemble your men. We need 
to leave now. 

TAGGERT



Jackson’s hurt. His belt caught him 
wrong, I think he’s bleeding 
internally.  

MAJOR BANNING
Leave him. 



TAGGERT



I’m not leaving him Major!

Enraged, Banning grabs him by the shoulders and SLAMS HIM 
AGAINST THE FUSELAGE. More witnesses climb out of the 
crippled plane. 



MAJOR BANNING
Do you really want to question my 
command Frank!

Taggert shows no emotion as Banning regains his composure. He 
backs off as his rage drains.  

MAJOR BANNING
Simpson can stay back with him, the 
rest come with us! 



TAGGERT



I hope you know what you’re doing 
sir. 

Banning ignores the comment and let’s go. 

EXT: BAXTER’S CABIN 



The lake is still as glass. Loons sing their morning songs. 
DEREK BAXTER SIPS HIS MORNING COFFEE on the deck at he reads 
the morning paper, a ritual he savors. 
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Everything is as it should be, until, a strange man walks 
onto the deck. Mystified, Baxter suddenly realizes the 
stranger walked right through his cabin. 

BAXTER



What the ... who the hell are you? 



He stands up, READY TO RAM HORNS. With cold eyes, the 
stranger WALKS RIGHT INTO HIM. 

MICHAEL



You know me Derek. That was my 
picture sitting on the night stand 
while you were banging my wife. 

A FIST APPEARS FROM NOWHERE. PUNCHING HIM HARD under the 
chin, BAXTER FLIPS BACKWARD OVER THE RAILING, off the deck,  
and onto the hard ground several feet below. 



Michael takes the stairs. 

Baxter struggles to lift his bruised body off the ground. 

BAXTER



Listen pal, that was a long time 
ago. 

TERROR SETS IN as Michael comes back for more. 



BAXTER



We can talk this out ... CALM DOWN!



MICHAEL



And when my wife wasn’t enough for 
you, you went after my son!

Michael SMASHES HIS FACE WITH HIS FIST, almost breaking his 
hand. Baxter tumbles back and falls hard again. This time, HE 
CAN’T GET UP. 

BAXTER



(on all fours) I don’t know what 
you’re talking about. 

Kicking him across the midsection, Baxter flips over onto his 
back and cries out in pain. 



MICHAEL



LIAR! I saw you bury him in the 
woods. 



HE KICKS HIM AGAIN, in the face. 
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MICHAEL



And you’re going to show me where. 



Bleeding, desperate, BAXTER PLEADS FOR MERCY.  



BAXTER



Please ... 



Reaching down and grabbing a fist full of bloodied hair, 
Michael jerks his head back and spews: 



MICHAEL



Show me the grave Derek. Or you’ll 
be digging your own. 



EXT: IN THE WOODS 

Identifying strategic positions along the wooded ridges, 
Ellie scouts the grounds and anticipates the worse. 

She checks her watch, the second hand ticks away. 

ELLIE
Come on ... come on. Ouch!

A mosquito bites hard leaving a small smear of blood on her 
arm. 

EXT: EAST LAKE ROAD, CABIN DRIVEWAY

A borrowed pickup pulls behind the other borrowed pickup. 
Banning and Taggert sit in the cab, four SHOOTERS sit in the 
box behind prepping their high power rifles. 



MAJOR BANNING
We got him. 



Taggert, on the passenger side, studies a handheld tracking 
device. 

TAGGERT



Baxter’s in the woods, next to 
boy’s grave. 

MAJOR BANNING
I want your shooters on ridges to 
the north and south of the grave 
site. You and I will follow the 
ravine and approach from the West. 
No one escapes the box. 



(beat)
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MAJOR BANNING(cont'd)
They call it in when they have a 
shot. I don’t want any cowboys out 
there.  

TAGGERT



We fire on your command sir. 



MAJOR BANNING
That’s better Frank. We do our job 
and we get out of here. 



TAGGERT



Yes sir. 

EXT: SAMUEL’S GRAVE SITE



BAXTER



There. 



Beaten and bloody, Baxter points to the base of a towering 
white pine. A remnant from the old growth forest, the loggers 
spared it because of it’s gnarly appearance. 



Michael pushes him towards it. 

MICHAEL



Show me. 

Baxter’s legs give out, he falls to his knees on the site. 

BAXTER



Here. Right here. 

Michael sees color in the bed of pine needles. Red. He lunges 
for it and digs it out from under three years of forest 
debris. 

It’s a hat. Samuel’s favorite baseball cap. 



Overcome by rage, Michael jerks Baxter up to his feet and 
clenches him by his shirt. 

MICHAEL



Why? ... WHY?

Riddled in pain, soaked in blood, dirt and sweat, Baxter 
mumbles with what little strength he has left. 



BAXTER



She ripped my heart out. I wanted 
her to feel what I was going 
through. 
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Michael rears back a fist to strike again. 

BAXTER



(in a tearful plea) I never meant 
to hurt the kid ... I was going to 
let him go after a few days. 



He pauses.



BAXTER



Someone came to the door, he 
wouldn’t stop screaming. I had to 
cover him with a pillow ... I never 
meant to hurt him, you have to 
believe me. 



MICHAEL



You never meant to hurt him. Well 
you did hurt him didn’t you. DIDN’T 
YOU!!

He let’s it go, a wild swing that catches Baxter square on 
his jaw. He falls straight back into the brush. This time he 
doesn’t move. 

Michael sinks back to his knees in anguish. He picks up stick 
and begins to scape the site. Scratching for what remains of 
his lost son. 

He scrapes and scrapes ... 

He hears a rustling sound from behind him. He turns. 



A gunshot.  



Blood splatters across Michael’s face. 



Baxter stands high in front of him. He holds a large rock 
with both hands, high above his head. A bullet hole through 
his chest, he stares eerily at Michael as his life drains 
out. 

He crumples to his knees, then falls face down over the grave 
site. The rock falls with him and lands safely only a few 
feet from where it came. 



EXT: ON A RIDGE, 50 FEET AWAY:



Ellie, still bracing her arm against a tree, watches her 
target fall as a wisp of smoke rises from the barrel of her 
revolver. 
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Then she hears something in the ravine below her. It comes 
closer. 

EXT: IN THE RAVINE

Having both heard the shot:

Banning curses as he shreds skin on the wild raspberry 
bushes, the faster he moves, the more the thorns tear into 
him. 

Taggert, several yards behind him searches for thinner brush 
on higher ground. He stops to check team positions on his 
handheld GPS device. He calls out to his partner ahead of 
him:

TAGGERT



The men aren’t in position yet 
Major. We have to hold back!



He doesn’t hear, or doesn’t care to. Ducking low under the 
thick underbrush, Banning charges like a freight train up the 
steep embankment. 

EXT: SAMUEL’S GRAVE SITE



Bounding through the woods with the grace of a deer, Ellie 
reaches the grave site. Still on his knees, Michael is an 
emotional mess.    



MICHAEL



(mumbling) No one was suppose to 
die today. 



Ellie pulls him up to his feet. 

ELLIE
You should have told him that 
before he tried to bash in your 
skull.



She keeps pulling, forward this time. 

MICHAEL



What are you doing. 



ELLIE
They’re here. We need to go, NOW!

He looks behind and catches a glimpse of Banning in the brush 
below. 
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MICHAEL



I can’t leave my son. 

He can, and he will. She jerks his right arm hard pulling him 
away from the grave.



ELLIE
COME ON! 

Without strength to resist, he follows her, still clenching 
his son’s baseball cap in his left hand. They race down the 
opposite embankment, towards the lake. 



Moments later, Banning reaches the grave. He rolls the body 
over with his foot, while keeping his pistol trained and 
ready. A familiar face with a perfect shot in the center of 
the chest. He holsters the gun.  



The trail is clearly marked and he is quick to pick it up and 
resume the race. 

EXT: SHORELINE- GRAND LAKE

Following the rocky shoreline back to the cabin, the two 
fugitives reach the long floating dock stretching out into 
the deep mountain lake. 



She knows their only escape is by water. 

ELLIE
Get in. 

She picks a boat built for speed. The keys are in the 
ignition. 



The Inboard/Outboard fires right up and rumbles as Michael 
releases the lines. 



Banning sprints down the shoreline as the runabout speeds out 
into the open water, carving through the glassy smooth lake 
like a butter knife. 



He reaches the dock and finds his own boat. This one is 
better suited for fishing than water sports, it’s short about 
a hundred horses. 

A few quick pulls and the outboard starts up. 



Moments later, Taggert runs out to the end of the dock and 
can only witness the chase. Banning never looks back. He 
keeps the bow of his fishing boat fixed on the wake in front 
of him. 
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TAGGERT



(alone) Whose playing cowboy now 
you stupid prick. 

The rest of the team quickly converges at the base of the 
dock. Taggert turns and gives orders as he hurries back to 
shore.  

TAGGERT



They’re heading north, follow the 
Major’s trace, he’s about five 
minutes behind them. Owens, you 
come with me up the East shore, the 
rest of you follow the west side. 
Let’s go! 



EXT: NORTH SIDE OF THE LAKE

They run out of lake. Ellie scans the shore for an entry 
point. In a cove, next to what looks more like a house than a 
cabin, sits a float plane.      

Swerving hard to port, she makes for the cove. Michael sees 
the float plane and shouts over the noise of the engine:  

MICHAEL



Can you fly it? 



ELLIE
I can now. 



EXT: NORTH SHORE LAKE HOME -FRONT LAWN



ELLIE
Hang on! 

The runabout hits the grassy shore at full speed. The lower 
unit plows up the grass as the boat beaches itself on the 
front lawn of the lake home.   

Michael slams into the padded dash as the boat skids to rest. 



ELLIE
Come on, we’ve got to get to the 
plane! He’s right behind us. 



EXT: IN THE COVE



They both rush the plane which is tied securely to a dock. 
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ELLIE
Untie us, I’ll start the engine. 

No keys this time. Ellie performs her electrical surgery in 
haste as Michael works the ropes. 



FRONT LAWN:



The fishing boat doesn’t slide near as far as Banning beaches 
his boat in the plowed furlough left by the speed boat. He 
hears the whine of the plane’s engine turn over. It doesn’t 
want to start.  

With gun drawn, he rushes the cove. 

IN THE COVE:



With rope in hand, Michael freezes as Banning holds the gun 
on him. The plane’s cockpit is empty. 



MAJOR BANNING
Where is she? 

ELLIE
Right behind you. 

MAJOR BANNING
You always were better in the field 
than me.  



He starts to turn. 



ELLIE
DON’T MOVE! Drop the gun, hands 
behind your head. 

He hears the unmistakable sound of a hammer being pulled 
back. 



MAJOR BANNING
It’s over Ellie, they’re following 
my trace as we speak. It’s over. 

ELLIE
Drop it. 

He drops the gun into the dirt and folds his hands behind his 
head. 



ELLIE
Give him a pill Michael. 
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MICHAEL



Leave him here. 



ELLIE
He’s coming with us, now give him a 
pill. Put it in his mouth. 

Michael carefully places a blue pill between his lips. 
Banning swallows it quickly. 



MAJOR BANNING
I knew you were holding out on me 
Michael.  



ELLIE
(motions with the gun) Now get in 
the plane. 



He takes one step, then stops. He puts down his hands. 



MAJOR BANNING
Enough of this nonsense. What are 
you going to shoot me in cold 
blood? 



He comes closer, and closer to her. 

MAJOR BANNING
Your not a murderer Ellie. Think of 
your training. Assess the situation 
... think. It’s over ... now give 
me the gun.  

He reaches out. 



ELLIE
I’m warning you. 

MAJOR BANNING
You’re not going to shoot me Ellie. 



BANG! The gunshot slices through the canopy of trees and 
echoes across the lake. 



SHUDDERING BACK FROM IMPACT, he looks down at his right hand 
draped across his midsection. It’s covered in blood. 



His legs collapse from under him, shock fills his eyes as he 
falls back. He lay there, still and motionless. 
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INT: AGENCY- SIMON FLETCHER’S OFFICE

Simon Fletcher watches the entire scene, played out through 
the optical sensor in Banning’s right Eye. The scene fades to 
black as Banning’s eyes close. 

He stands up in amazement from behind him desk and comes 
closer to the screen. 

COLONEL FLETCHER



(mumbling to himself) I’ll be 
goddamned. 



Manipulating a remote device, a live image of Taggert appears 
on screen through the eyes of his partner. They are in one of 
the pickup trucks, racing down a gravel road.  



COLONEL FLETCHER



Taggert! Ms. Porter just took out  
the Major. I want their heads on a 
platter, do you understand me? 

TAGGERT



Yes sir. 

COLONEL FLETCHER



You are the AIC now. I’m holding 
you personally responsible.

TAGGERT



Yes sir. We just lost his trace but 
we have a lock on his last 
position. Should be there in a few 
minutes. 

EXT: IN THE COVE



MICHAEL



You didn’t have to kill him! 



ELLIE
Quiet! They can still hear us. He’s 
wearing the Eye. 

She quickly kneels down and pulls out knife from a deep 
pocket. 

MICHAEL



(horrified) What are you doing! 
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She makes a single incision behind Banning’s left ear. 
Reaching under the flap of skin, she pull’s out the bloody 
biocircuit, a tiny red light still flashes under it’s own 
power supply.  

She shows it to Michael, briefly, then smashes it with a rock 
and throws the remains into the lake. She speaks to the 
corpse: 

ELLIE
It’s gone. 



Banning’s eyes open. 



MICHAEL



HE’S STILL ALIVE! Ellie get back! 

Michael’s heart pounds, he frantically scurries to retrieve 
the discarded gun. 



Banning sits up and nurses his wounded neck with a 
handkerchief. 

MAJOR BANNING
You damn near cut my ear off. 



ELLIE
I should have cut your head off. 

Michael picks up the gun and points it at Banning. He quivers 
on the edge of a complete breakdown. They both calmly look 
up. 

ELLIE
Put that thing down before you hurt 
someone. 

MAJOR BANNING
You didn’t tell him?



ELLIE
I couldn’t risk it, look at him. 

Michael stands dumbfounded as Ellie helps Banning to his 
feet. 



MICHAEL



What’s going on.
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(MORE)

MAJOR BANNING
(Ignoring him) That was a hell of a 
performance, I thought you really 
were going to shoot me for a 
minute. 

ELLIE
I was. 



MAJOR BANNING
Com’on Ellie. I got you into this 
mess, now I got you out, we’re 
even.  



ELLIE
Five years in prison and now I’m a 
hunted fugitive. You call that 
even?  



He turns to Michael for support. 



MAJOR BANNING
Isn’t that just like a women. Never 
satisfied. 



MICHAEL



How did you know I had the pills?

MAJOR BANNING
You can image my joy when I 
stumbled across your recipe in one 
of your lab notebooks. 
(reaching)



My gun please. 



Ellie has to nod before he hands him back his gun. 

MAJOR BANNING
(holsters it) 
A room full of analysts are pouring 
over those books right now. I had 
to get you out of there as soon as 
possible. 



MICHAEL



You played me the whole time. 
That’s why you showed me who took 
Samuel. 

MAJOR BANNING
I gave you motive, I just didn’t 
know if you had opportunity. 
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MAJOR BANNING(cont'd)
I’d love to stay and chat about it 
but the best shooters in the 
country are going to be here any 
minute. 

Banning turns back to Ellie for one last pitch. 



MAJOR BANNING
It doesn’t have to be like this you 
know. We could do this together.

ELLIE
(unmoved) No we can’t. 

MAJOR BANNING
Have it your way. 

ELLIE
The Card. 



A previously negotiated item, he reaches into his pocket and 
pulls out what looks like a notebook computer card with a 
folded antenna attached to it.  

MAJOR BANNING
The access codes are in the sleeve. 
I don’t have to tell you to take 
good care of this. 



She takes it. 

ELLIE
Get in the plane Michael. 

MICHAEL



I’m not going anywhere with you. I 
don’t even know who you are. 



Confused, defiant, defeated, Michael walks away. His defiance  
ignites Banning who charges. Catching him and spinning him 
around, Banning gets right in his face. 

MAJOR BANNING
I’ll tell you who she is Lab Rat, 
she’s the only one who can keep you 
breathing. They’re done screwing 
with you, they will bag and tag you 
before days end. 

Pulling his gun, he jams the end of the barrel into Michael’s 
cheek. 
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MAJOR BANNING
Now get your ass on that plane 
before I cap you myself. 



Escorting him back into the plane in a not so gentle manner, 
Banning barks at Ellie:

MAJOR BANNING
I told you we should have killed 
him! Now get the hell out of here! 



Banning disappears into the forest opposite the cabins. Ellie 
starts the engine and taxis the plane out of the cove. 



Minutes later, the first pickup arrives. Armed agents leap 
out of the back of the pickup and take up positions on the 
grassy knoll facing the lake. 

Two shooters begin LAYING DOWN AUTOMATIC FIRE at the plane as 
it picks up speed during take off. Scores of shell casings 
rain out onto the grass as they take aim at the plane’s vital 
organs through their scopes. 



INT: PLANE COCKPIT

A few lucky rounds SHATTER THE GLASS in the back windows. A 
few more pelt the side of the aircraft. 

EXT: ON THE GRASSY KNOLL



Taggert fishtails through the lawn in the second truck and 
plows to a stop in front of the shooters. Jumping out of the 
cab, all he can do now is watch. 



Well out of range, the men stop firing. Together they watch 
as the plane lifts off the water and into the sky. 

INT: AGENCY- SIMON FLETCHER’S OFFICE

The Colonel, watching the entire scene from his office, shuts 
off the video feed as the plane disappears into the horizon. 

Void of all emotion, he calmly walks over to his prized 
collection of antique weaponry. 

Pulling down a Civil War era sword from the wall, he draws 
it’s point near his face. He touches the sharp point with his 
right index finger. 



Then with one wild, vicious swing, he cuts in two the closest 
object resembling human form, his globe. 
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HACKING IT TO PIECES with reckless abandon, he curses 
everyone and everything that could have brought him such 
indignation. 

EXT: SOMEWHERE OVER THE COLORADO ROCKIES - A FEW HOURS LATER

Safe for the moment, Ellie searches the rugged wilderness for 
bodies of water.



They soar through a mountain pass into a valley bowl. 
Updrafts shake the small plane. Dropping down low, she 
investigates a chain of lakes completely engulfed by towering 
pines. 

At the end of the largest lake sits a large rustic cabin. 
With no roads so far out, it is strictly fly in access only. 
The plane circles a few times, the cabin is vacant. 

The water is smooth, her landing isn’t. She’s never landed a 
float plane before and it shows. Relieved to be down, she 
taxis the plane to the dock. Michael steps out onto the 
pontoon and docks the plane. 



EXT: FLY IN CABIN - ON THE DOCK

Ellie is tired of the silent treatment. 

ELLIE
I couldn’t tell you alright! 



MICHAEL



You used me. 

ELLIE
I helped you. 

He ties the ropes tightly as if the cleats were his enemies 
necks. 



MICHAEL



Who is he to you anyway?



ELLIE
We worked together in the CIA. He 
was my CO. He was the best and I 
wanted to be trained by the best. 

MICHAEL



So he recruited you into the 
Agency?
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ELLIE
They don’t place ads. They put you 
through batteries of tests, they’re 
looking for patriotic types. You 
know, no sacrifice is too great for 
the good of the country. You have 
to fit their profile. 

MICHAEL



And you fit. 

ELLIE
No, I didn’t. I never took the 
tests. Peter brought me in through 
the back door when I didn’t know 
there was a back door. All I knew 
is it was a great career move and I 
could work for my old boss again. 
(beat)



He actually thought I’d just get 
over it when I found out who they 
really were. I never forgave him. 
And I never wore the Eye. 

MICHAEL



So why save him?



ELLIE
As much as I hate him, I won’t cut 
his throat. Teams of analysts will 
be scrutinizing every frame of 
video from what happened back 
there. In your current state of 
mind, I couldn’t trust your 
reaction. It had to be real. 

MICHAEL



You’re free now. So go. 



He shows her the lake like the door. 



ELLIE
Like it or not, we are in this 
together. And like it or not, you 
do need me. 



She walks past him on the dock. 

INT: KITCHEN - SINK



Like an archeologist restoring a priceless artifact, Michael 
painstakingly washes the mud off his son’s baseball cap. 
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The brown water turns clear as the last of the dirt washes 
down the drain. 



INT: GREAT ROOM - FIREPLACE

She watches him as he carefully sets the baseball cap in 
front of the wood fire to dry. 

He kneels in front of it as if it were an alter. 

Warm firelight dances off both of their faces, it is the only 
source of light in a room planked in light pine. 

Michael caresses the hat. 

MICHAEL



I’m going back. 



ELLIE
We’ve been through this. 



MICHAEL



I have to bury him. 



ELLIE
You wouldn’t get within a half mile 
of the cemetery. It’s suicide. 

Michael shakes his head in torment. 

MICHAEL



I should have been there. 

ELLIE
It’s not your fault. 



His breathing becomes labored. Tears well up in his eyes.



MICHAEL



He must have been so scared. I 
wasn’t there when he needed me the 
most. 



Ellie’s rocker swings back and forth as she rushes out of it 
to console him.  

ELLIE
Look at me Michael. It’s not your 
fault!



His breaks down and weeps. She embraces him. 
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MICHAEL



I loved him so much ... I just want 
to tell him ... one more time. 

Her mercy touches him, tears run down her cheeks. 

ELLIE
He hears you Michael ... he knows 
how much you love him. 

MICHAEL



I miss him. I miss him so much ...

She holds his shaking body. She feels the wet on her shoulder 
as he buries his head in tears. 

Folded together in front of the cleansing fire, she holds him 
tight and rocks his pain away. 

INT: AGENCY- BANNING’S OFFICE, NEXT MORNING

Sitting quietly in his bosses leather chair, Taggert stares 
at a row of pictures showing the Major being showered with 
medals and awards for outstanding achievements. 



Simon Fletcher slithers in from behind. 

COLONEL FLETCHER



He was a good man. 



TAGGERT



No he wasn’t. 

Fletcher laughs inappropriately. 



COLONEL FLETCHER



He didn’t like you either Mr. 
Taggert. No one likes someone 
breathing down their neck just 
waiting for them to stumble. 



TAGGERT



He tripped over his own stupidity. 



COLONEL FLETCHER



I like an ambitious man. How would 
you like to be sitting in that 
chair for good. 



TAGGERT



You really want me breathing down 
your neck?
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He laughs. Under different circumstances, he may not have. 

COLONEL FLETCHER



You got balls, I’ll give you that. 
Now show me what else you got. 
(it gets serious) 
I’m giving you command of the most 
powerful intelligence agency in the 
world. You stretch it’s wings and 
BRING THEM IN!

Basking in narcissistic madness Fletcher tries to take a chip 
out of a man made of steel. In complete confidence Taggert 
stares right back at him and says: 

TAGGERT



I’m all over it sir. 



INT: FLY IN CABIN -FRONT PORCH- LATE MORNING



The bright sunlight blinds Michael as he staggers out the 
screen door onto the wooden porch. 

He rubs his eyes as Ellie sits in a log chair and sips her 
coffee. 

ELLIE
Have you ever seen anything so 
beautiful?  

All around them, wilderness. A panoramic view of a mountain 
bowl with a pristine shoreline in it’s valley. 



MICHAEL



Can they find us out here?

ELLIE
They can find us anywhere. 

He sees the Card, laying on the table next to her. 

MICHAEL



What is that thing?



ELLIE
It’s the entire national registry 
is on microdisk. Combine that with 
a GPS satellite link and we find 
anyone, anywhere, anytime. 
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MICHAEL



Will it keep us from getting 
caught?



ELLIE
We can see them. But it just buys 
us time, they’ll find a way around 
it. 

MICHAEL



How long?

ELLIE
A week, a month ... a year, I don’t 
know. 



He holds it in his hand, so much power in so small a package. 



MICHAEL



Well if it can’t save us I know who 
it can save. 

ELLIE
Don’t even think about it. 

MICHAEL



What do you want to do, vacation 
here in paradise until they find 
us. 

ELLIE
Don’t you think we could use a 
vacation. 



MICHAEL



Not when there’s missing kids out 
there right now that we could find 
with this thing. I know a woman in 
Sarasota, she runs a web site for 
missing children. 

ELLIE
If you know her, they know her.

MICHAEL



I’ve never met her in person. Only 
by phone ... 

Kneeling in front of her, he comes between her and paradise.  
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MICHAEL



So they kill us, or imprison us, 
either way we go out knowing we 
saved as many kids as we could. 

He holds the Card up to her.



MICHAEL



It’s ours Ellie. Let’s do some good 
with it!

His infectious exuberant charisma, she cannot resist. 



ELLIE
We do it my way. You do exactly as 
I say.  

He lays his head against her in jubilation.

MICHAEL



We do it your way. Thank you. 



EXT: OAK HILL CEMETERY - 3 DAYS LATER



An ornate canvas tarp covers the dirt that will once again 
bury Samuel Brooks. His mother weeps before the PRIEST who 
pays homage to the dead. SEVERAL FAMILY MEMBERS AND FRIENDS, 
all dressed in black, huddle around her for support . 



Agents surround the cemetery. Their tracking devices are 
worthless, they must rely on their own eyes to keep watch. 

Williams and Taggert stand under a tree some distance away. 

WILLIAMS
Who would miss their own kid’s 
funeral. 

TAGGERT



She got to him. 



WILLIAMS
How do you beat someone from the 
inside?



TAGGERT



She’s not inside anymore. Even the 
best trip up once in a while. The 
trick is to be there when she does. 
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INT: MISSING KIDS DOT COM -TRISH PRESTON’S OFFICE 

Trish Preston doesn’t know what to make of her unexpected 
visitor. 

She shuts her office door to buy time. 



Michael, a true professional, calmly remains seated until she 
sits back down behind her desk. 

TRISH
Does she pick Powerball numbers?

He’s not laughing. 



TRISH
Com’on Michael. Even if I did 
believe in the paranormal, which I 
don’t, and even if this so called 
psychic of yours did get lucky and 
find your son, what makes you think 
she could do it again? 

MICHAEL



It’s the gift of life Trish. It’s 
not something that can be 
explained, but we can give it to 
those kid’s out there.
(beat)



Give me a name and I’ll give you an 
address. 
(he holds up a prepaid cell phone) 
All I ask is that you only use this 
cell phone when you talk to us, and 
you never reveal us as a source. 

Trish writes a name and home address on a Post-It and passes 
it to him. 



TRISH
(mumbles as she writes) Why do I 
even come into work, I could just 
call 1-800 Oracle ...



She hands him the note. 



TRISH
Tell you what. You get me a solid 
lead on this case and your secret 
is safe with me. 
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His heart beats faster as he sees a real name, a real case. A 
case he can solve. He jumps up to leave. 

MICHAEL



We’ll call you in half an hour with 
an address. 



TRISH
You’ve gone over the edge. You know 
that don’t you?



MICHAEL 
Damn right I have. And this time 
I’m taking you with me. 



INT: DAYS REST MOTEL -HIGHWAY 41

Inserting his plastic key into the electronic door, the green 
light opens a door to a motel room that looks like a million 
other motel rooms. 



Ellie is busy at the desk configuring the Card on her new 
notebook computer. 



Michael sticks the Post-It on her screen.  

MICHAEL



Our first case. 



ELLIE
Is she going to work with us?



MICHAEL



Let’s just say she’s a bit 
skeptical. 



ELLIE
Not for long. 

She quickly keys the name into her registry. It’s a common 
name, an entire page of them fill the screen. She sorts on 
cities, then streets. A hit. A single name with a single 
signature flashes on screen. 



The boy’s picture and profile flash in front of them. It 
makes it even more real. 



ELLIE
Okay little man, let’s find out 
where you’re hiding. 
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Database screens give way to satellite images of the Eastern 
United States. The green light flashes over North Carolina. 
Successive zoom operations dial in the boy’s exact location. 

MICHAEL



My God. We can find anyone with 
this thing. 



ELLIE
It’s a camp ground ... there, see 
the camper, next to the river. 
That’s the best resolution I can 
get. 

She scans for other signatures, a blue light flashes next to 
the boy.

MICHAEL



Who’s he with?

Another picture, another profile. This one much less savory. 
A Hell’s Angle type, tattooed and scarred from head to toe. 
The last name matches the boy’s. 



ELLIE
It’s his father. 
(reading the profile)



Divorced a year ago ... guess who 
got custody. 

Kneeling behind her, he leans his face into the screen and is 
repulsed by what he sees. 

MICHAEL



Assault with a deadly weapon, 
attempted rape, threatening an 
officer ...



ELLIE
Dad’s a real winner. 



MICHAEL



Well we’ve got just the fathers day 
present for him. Let’s call it in. 



She goes over it one more time. 

ELLIE
Tell me the rules first. 
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MICHAEL



I know, I know. If your not back in 
one hour, pack it up and leave this 
place for good. 



ELLIE
And don’t look back, never look 
back. 



Things are just too serious. 



MICHAEL



What do I tell our grandchildren?

The warmest smile from the most angelic face. 



ELLIE
Tell em gramma did everything she 
could to save grampa’s wrinkled 
ass. 

EXT: INTERSTATE 75 



Lost in traffic, Ellie places the call on her own cell phone. 



ELLIE
Mrs. Preston, I’ve got good news, 
we found the boy. 

TRISH (V.O.)



Listen Miss Whoever You Are, I 
don’t know what game your trying to 
play here but taking advantage of a 
grieving father is just about as 
low as it gets. 



ELLIE
Do you have a pen Mrs. Preston? 

INT: DAYS REST MOTEL -HIGHWAY 41 - TWO HOURS LATER

Riddled with anxiety, Michael paces the small motel room.  

MICHAEL



How long does it take to call a 
cop? It’s been two hours for 
godsake. 

Ellie keeps close watch on the campground. So far, the camper 
stays put. 
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ELLIE
Someone’s coming. 

MICHAEL



Who? 

He races over as she plays a new song on the keyboard. 



ELLIE
Working on it ... 

A sheriff’s DEPUTY drives up in his boss’s car. Both Ellie 
and Michael shake their heads as they read the profile of 
inexperience.  



MICHAEL



Terrific, they send Barney Fife to 
apprehend the Prince of Darkness. 

EXT: HIDDEN ACRES CAMP GROUND -NORTH CAROLINA



The deputy gets out of his squad car and holds out his new 
toy, a handheld GPS unit. Raising his arm into the air, he 
must think it can get better reception by looking like a 
complete fool. 



Marking his position, he finally realizes his destination is 
in plain view. Unfortunately, so is he. 

INT: INSIDE THE CAMPER

The TATTOOED MAN crouches down and watches the uniformed 
officer through a corner of a screened window. 



The RED HAIRED BOY plays with his army guys, making shooting 
sounds as he stages his battles. 



BOY



Can I go home now dad?

TATTOOED MAN



You are home boy. Anywhere your 
daddy is, that’s your home. 



The tattooed man cracks open his double barreled, sawed off 
shotgun and reveals two shells packed with buckshot. Backed 
into a corner of the camper, he lies in wait. 
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EXT: IN THE BACK OF THE CAMPER



Still toying and marvelling at the GPS unit, the deputy 
wanders over to the back of the camper and knocks:

DEPUTY 



Anybody home?

INT: INSIDE THE CAMPER

BOY



Daddy, ain’t you gonna answer?



Peeking in, the deputy catches sight of the wrong end of 
shotgun and panics.   

FATHER



GET DOWN BOY!

BOOM, BOOM! Both barrels blow out the door and a good chunk 
of the camper. Pink Insulation and torn aluminum frame the 
gaping hole. 

The boy screams bloody murder. 

The tattooed man steps over his son and charges through the 
door. 



EXT: IN THE BACK OF THE CAMPER



The deputy lies on the ground with the look of horror on his 
face. His left arm is bloody hamburger, it’s almost 
completely blown off. His right arm instinctively holds his 
pistol. 

Face to face with death, the deputy freezes. 



The tattooed man fires again at point blank range. Click. 
Both shells were spent. 



BAM! BAM! The deputy finally returns the favor. Two SHOTS RIP 
through the tattooed man’s chest. He staggers and falls hard 
with a THUD. Both men begin to go into shock from their 
extensive wounds, they roll in pain, lying helpless in their 
own blood. 



The BOY’S SCREAMS summon fellow campers. Help soon arrives.  
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INT: DAYS REST MOTEL -HIGHWAY 41 - THAT NIGHT



Michael comes out of the bathroom in underwear and tee shirt.  



Ellie’s already in her bed. She sits up reading what little 
was left in the motel room. Mostly colorful advertisements 
for local restaurants and amusement parks. 

He leaps into the adjoining double bed and scurries under the 
covers. Poking his head out like a little boy, he’s in the 
mood to play.

MICHAEL



Are we really short of money, or is 
it just an excuse to share a room 
with me? 

ELLIE
Am I going to have a problem with 
you?

He smiles. There’s a new sense of peace about him. A freedom 
that comes through helping others.  

MICHAEL



I’d be on guard if I were you. I 
certainly wouldn’t dare fall 
asleep. 

ELLIE
I’m trained in hand to hand combat 
and three forms of martial arts. 
I’d say it’s you who should be on 
guard! 



He tosses a pillow at her, hitting her square in the face. 

MICHAEL



Did your training include pillow 
fighting?

It feels so good to laugh. She calmly gets out of bed and 
steps over to his. 



MICHAEL



Oh oh. 



Like tying her shoes, she masterfully subdues her prey into a 
paralyzing hold. Any movement causes pain, all he can do is 
lie still in her grasp. 



She leans down and gently kisses his cheek. 
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ELLIE
Anymore ideas big boy?

MICHAEL



If you wanted to be on top, you 
could have just asked. 

She rolls him over into a less painful hold. What turns into 
an intimate moment causes her to stop. 



MICHAEL



What’s the matter, aren’t you going 
to devour your prey?



Playtime is momentarily over, it gets serious. 



ELLIE
I’m not good at trusting people. 

He looks into her beautiful green eyes and sees her  
vulnerability. He’s respectful of the gift. 



MICHAEL



I want you to trust me Ellie ... 
when you’re ready to.  

They exchange warm smiles. Her playful spirit returns as she 
climbs back into her own bed. 



ELLIE
Good, we’ll start tonight. I’ll 
trust you to stay in your own bed. 



He suddenly realizes she just got the best of him. 

MICHAEL



On second thought, who can you 
really trust in this world? I mean, 
do you ever really know a person?

ELLIE
Good night Michael. 



INT: TRISH PRESTON’S OFFICE -NEXT MORNING

The cell phone rings. Trish snaps up the phone, she’s been 
waiting like a caged animal all morning.

ELLIE
Mrs. Preston, we’re ready for 
another name. 
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TRISH
I don’t know how you did it and I 
don’t care. Just do it again. 



She does do it again. And again, and again, and again ...

INT: ORCHARD LANE- SUBURBS OF ATLANTA 



Two unmarked cars filled with PLAIN CLOTHED DETECTIVES 
surround a three story house in a well groomed neighborhood. 

Concerned AT-HOME-MOMS begin to take notice and take up 
positions in their yards. Armed with cell phones, the 
housewives call for their own backup amongst themselves.  

One of the detectives, dressed in UPS brown, knocks on the 
door. An UNSHAVEN MAN in his early thirties answers. He’s 
shown a badge instead of a package. 

IN THE FOYER:

Behind him, in the house, a detective holds a gun on him. 
They cuff him without incident. 

IN THE FAMILY ROOM:



Playing quietly in the family room, a LITTLE RED HAIRED GIRL 
gives voices to her new dolls. She appears unharmed. 



ON THE STREET:

As they escort the cuffed man and little girl towards their 
vehicles, a HYSTERICAL MOTHER from the neighborhood runs down 
the street screaming for her little girl. 

Breaking through police restraint, she wraps her arms around 
her little girl as if daring the world to try and separate 
them ever again. 

INT: RURAL COUNTY ROADS- SOUTH OF MEMPHIS

The WASHBURN COUNTY SHERIFF BLARES HIS SIREN and flashes his 
red lights as he chases a late model Buick down the two lane 
winding road. Like taking candy from a baby, the TALL BLACK 
HAIRED MAN stops a few hundred yards short of the DEPUTIES 
roadblock in front of him. Tearing out the door and through 
the black mud of the nastiest sort of swamp land, several 
deputies give chase as the sheriff tends to the frightened 
LITTLE BLACK BOY left alone in his car. 
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EXT: YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK - DAWN



High up in the mountains, a MARE trots quickly through rock 
and brush to a clearing. The PARK RANGER pulls back on the 
reigns, checking his position with his GPS. The horse BLOWS 
STEAM from it’s nostrils like an angry locomotive.  

Dismounting, the ranger climbs up an outcropping of rock. 
There, in a crevasse, he finds TWO YOUNG BOYS. Huddled 
together in their dress blues, the two cub scouts find warmth 
from each other during their chilling experience.  

The ranger helps them up, and comforts them with smiles and 
hugs like any father would give. The boys look scared but 
otherwise in good shape.  

Helping them up onto his horse, this is one pony ride they’ll 
never forget. 

EXT: ROADSIDE DITCH - NORTH OF MEMPHIS TENNESSEE 

The STENCH OF NEW DECAY fills the air as a SHERIFF and DEPUTY 
investigate the remains of a TEN YEAR OLD BOY. They roll him 
over, his young face is partially crushed but the sheriff 
still appears to recognize him. The deputy falls to his knees 
and throws up at the sight. The sheriff screams out in anger, 
throwing his hat in the dirt and kicking it like it was the 
animal that could have done such an unspeakable act.  



INT: THE MEAN STREETS OF SAN FRANCISCO - AFTER DARK 

The street lights fend off the night and illuminate the 
bright red lipstick of little girls pretending to be of age. 

A tall BLACK HAIRED DETECTIVE takes one last look at the 
faxed copy of THE LOST GIRL before picking her out in the  
crowded streets of sin.  



Snatching the young lamb out of the flock of hookers, he 
flashes his badge which only ignites her fury. Screaming 
obscenities and kicking like a wild dog, he tries to cuff her 
when she spins around and knees him in the groin. 

He’s in no shape to give chase and let’s her go. Still 
doubled over in pain, he leans against a car while another 
GROUP OF YOUNG RUNAWAYS heckle and taunt him. 
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EXT: WISCONSIN FARM COUNTRY - RUN DOWN FARMHOUSE



It’s the aftermath of a major operation. NEWS CREWS, tipped 
off by police radios, surround the dilapidated farmhouse with 
their vans. Police officers make futile attempts at holding 
the cameras and microphones at bay.  



Well armed SWAT team members lead out a POT BELLIED OLD MAN 
wearing only boxers and a stained tee shirt. There’s no 
struggle. He’s strangely calm, almost like he’s relieved to 
be caught. 



Then the GIRLS COME. ONE AFTER ANOTHER. SIX IN ALL. Tattered, 
stained, dirty, and blinded by the bright sunlight, they have 
to be lead out like toddlers. 



REPORTERS rattle off the play by play into their microphones, 
they’re invigorated by the SIZE of this story. It’s GOING 
NATIONAL, they can smell it.  



INT: DAYS REST MOTEL -HIGHWAY 41 - LATER THAT WEEK 

Washing down fast food with television, Michael and Ellie 
watch the CNN report of the serial child molester from 
Wisconsin. It’s big news on a slow news week. 



MICHAEL



Some people collect stamps, he 
collects teenage girls. We hit the 
jackpot with this guy. 

ELLIE
We don’t need this kind of 
publicity. 



MICHAEL



We’re bulletproof. They can’t trace 
us to any of these cases. 

ELLIE
And while you sit under the tree 
and eat your apple, they spread 
their roots right underneath you. 

MICHAEL



Even if they did figure this was 
our work,  they’d know we were 
using the Card. 



(beat) 



We take this to the media and we’d 
bury them.  
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The flippant comment cuts into her like a knife. She bags her 
meal, stands up and turns off the television. 



With two fries stuck in his mouth, Michael is taken back. 

ELLIE
It’s not just the Agency that we 
would bury. 



MICHAEL



How high does it go?



ELLIE
All the way. 

MICHAEL



You’re telling me the President 
knows about this?

Frustration mounts. 



ELLIE
It’s not about toppling agencies 
and administrations. It’s about 
opening up this country to attack. 
Like it or not, the Agency protects 
this nation and no matter what 
happens to us we cannot ever let 
this Card fall into the wrong 
hands. 



MICHAEL



(confused) After all we’ve been 
through, you’re still one of them? 



As deliberate and methodical as a self destruct sequence, 
Ellie pops the Card out of the notebook, palms it with both 
hands, and just about cracks it over the edge of the table 
when Michael shouts: 



MICHAEL



WAIT! 



She does. But only for an instant.



MICHAEL



Wait ... relax, let’s talk about 
this. 



She’s stays cocked and ready to crack it open. 



ELLIE
You leave me no choice. 
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MICHAEL



(pleading) No! There’s always a 
choice. It’s life Ellie, it’s life 
to those kids out there. 



ELLIE
You don’t get it. It’s bigger than 
both of us, even bigger than those 
kids. We have to do what’s best for 
the country ... for the world. 

MICHAEL



So we save kids and country. I’LL 
KEEP THE SECRET ELLIE. If we get 
picked up by the authorities, I’ll 
destroy it myself, you have my word 
on it. 



She stares at the Card for a what seems like eternity. 



MICHAEL



You have to trust me on this one. 

She gazes at him, through him, eternity passes by again. 



She stands down. Sliding it safely back into its slot, she 
sits back on the bed drained by what just went through her 
mind.  

He reaches for her with a reassuring touch. 



MICHAEL



I won’t let you down, I promise.  

He sees just how hard that was for her. 

INT: AGENCY - MAIN BRIEFING ROOM

The Colonel is the last to arrive to the crowded conference 
room, Taggert and his team sit ready to deliver. 

COLONEL FLETCHER



This better be good news Taggert. 

Taggert’s a master delegator, his nod starts the show. 



ANALYST 1
For the last three years Mr. Brooks 
has posted his son’s bio on a web 
site called MissingKids.Com run by 
small non-profit out of Sarasota 
Florida. 
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(MORE)

Sample screens from the site’s web pages display on screen. 
Then, the kid’s faces themselves. 



ANALYST 1
The site solicits leads relating to 
the disappearance of children 
nationwide. It’s run by this woman, 
Trish Preston. 



A still of Trish Preston flashes up on screen. 



ANALYST 2
Brooks called her twenty seven 
times last year alone. 

COLONEL FLETCHER



He’s called her since the escape?

ANALYST 2
We can’t confirm that. We tapped 
her business lines, home lines and 
her personal cell. There’s been no 
activity on any of them. 



COLONEL FLETCHER



(irritated) Am I missing something 
here. 



TAGGERT



Patience Colonel. 

Like a spurred horse, the Colonel does little to hide his 
anger. 



ANALYST 3
Our document sniffers matched the 
web site’s domain name to the 
transcript of a network news report 
aired last night. It featured a 
serial sex offender recently 
apprehended by an anonymous tip 
that came in from the web site. 

COLONEL FLETCHER



Which proves?

ANALYST 1
We dug deeper and cross referenced 
the web site to missing person 
reports nationwide. MissingKids.Com 
cracked fifteen cases last week. 
All of last year, they cracked only 
one. 
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ANALYST 1(cont'd)
Then we checked phone transcripts 
and web site activity. No leads 
came through the site last week. 

TAGGERT



He went back to work. 

COLONEL FLETCHER



You’re telling me he’s using the 
Major’s Card? And how do you get 
access codes from a dead man? 



TAGGERT



Major Banning isn’t dead.  

It goes from bad to worse, the Colonel is enraged. 

COLONEL FLETCHER



WHAT ARE YOU TRYING TO PULL HERE 
TAGGERT!

TAGGERT



Show him. 



On screen, a video clip off Banning’s Eye camera. He’s alone, 
back in SafeTrack lab waiting for Michael to arrive. He skims 
through Michael’s notes, he slows at a section pasted with 
chemical formulations used to breakdown the crystals. 



TAGGERT



He knew about the Pill. 



(Beat)



Show him the ballistics Test. 



Next up on screen, a three dimensional bullet path analysis 
shows in graphic detail the flight path of the shot fired 
from Ellie’s gun back at Grand Lake. Based on the Major’s Eye 
camera, it traces a path to the left of his head. 

TAGGERT



She missed him. 



(beat) 



It was all an act. 



COLONEL FLETCHER



(losing control) That two faced, 
back stabbing Son-of-a-Bitch! HE 
SOLD US OUT! 

TAGGERT



And nearly killed me and my men in 
the process. We’ll deal with the 
Major later. Right now we have an 
active Card in the field. 
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COLONEL FLETCHER



I’ll kill that bastard. 



TAGGERT



COLONEL! The Card is our biggest 
threat right now! We need to get it 
back. 



COLONEL FLETCHER



So what the hell are you doing 
here?

TAGGERT



She can see us. I need your 
authorization to allow my team to 
erase their registered traces. 

COLONEL FLETCHER



My best field commander goes AWOL 
and you want me to turn loose the 
rest of your team? Are you out of 
your goddamn mind! 



TAGGERT



She sees an agent within a hundred 
miles of Florida and she’s gone! 
Release my men! It’s the only way 
we can catch her. 

The rest of the team cowers under the fireworks display. They 
did everything but fly across the table and attack each 
other. 



COLONEL FLETCHER



Alright Mr. Taggert. Just as long 
as you issue new traces to all your 
men before you leave this Agency. 
I’ll keep your traces on file at my 
desk, we’ll register them when you 
get back. 



A victory is a victory. Taggert backs down. 



TAGGERT



Yes sir. 

COLONEL FLETCHER



I’m tired Mr. Taggert. Would you 
mind finishing this thing so I can 
get some rest? 



TAGGERT



I’m all over it. 
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(MORE)

EXT: LONG BOAT KEY - BRADENTON BEACH -SUNSET



Michael and Ellie share a private moment on a very public 
beach. Most of the sun worshipers have given the beach back 
to the older crowd who walk the surf in search of shells. 

Sitting on blanket in a sea of fine white sand, Michael 
checks their wine bottle. There’s a little left. 

MICHAEL



More wine?



She nuzzles close to him. 

ELLIE
Not for me, I’m so relaxed I could 
fall asleep right here. 



She lays her head on his chest as he watches the orange ball 
of a sun touch the waves. 

MICHAEL



The sun’s dropping like a rock. 

ELLIE
Don’t tell me that, I want this 
moment to last forever. 



MICHAEL



That’s the beauty of sunsets, we 
get to relive them everyday. 



ELLIE
I want to spend all my sunsets with 
you. 

They kiss. The long passionate kind.  



MICHAEL



Whether you like it or not, we’re 
in this together.

She remembers. 



ELLIE
You were going to run away, what 
did you want me to say?

MICHAEL



You saved me Ellie. In every 
imaginable way you saved me. 
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MICHAEL(cont'd)
But now I don’t want you to stay 
with me as some little boy you feel 
you have to protect. I want you to 
be here because you want to be with 
me. 

ELLIE
I want to be here. 



She kisses him again.  

ELLIE
Next time you can save yourself. 

MICHAEL



No, next time I’ll save you. You 
don’t do much for a guy’s ego you 
know. Hell, I didn’t even know I 
had one until you stepped on it few 
times. 



ELLIE
Fine, next time you can save me. 

She’s so compliant, too compliant.  

MICHAEL



I mean. I’d still use you in an 
advisory role. 



ELLIE
What am I going to do with you! 

INT: SURVEILLANCE VAN -SARASOTA - DAWN



Taggert meets with the OPERATIONS COMMANDER with the latest 
in surveillance equipment staring them in the face.    



TAGGERT



Are we tight? 

OPERATIONS COMMANDER



It’s not going to be easy, she 
knows what she’s doing. 



TAGGERT



So do we. 



A map of Southwest Florida appears on screen. A shaded  
perimeter with the epicenter in downtown Sarasota. On a split 
screen, a video feed of Trish Preston answering a call in her 
office. 
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OPERATIONS COMMANDER



At 9:00 AM each morning, she  
places a call to Mrs. Preston. 15 
minutes later, she calls back with 
the coordinates of the lost child. 
She never talks longer than 30 
seconds, and get this, she’s always 
on the move. 

TAGGERT



Where?



OPERATIONS COMMANDER



Out on I-75, somewhere between 
Exits 4A and 11, it’s a ten mile 
stretch. 

Taggert scans another shaded area over the interstate. 



OPERATIONS COMMANDER



(pointing to strategic positions) 
Late last night we finished 
installing our dishes across the 
target perimeter here, here, and 
here. 



TAGGERT



Can you lock onto her in thirty 
seconds. 

OPERATIONS COMMANDER



Yes, but the second she hangs up 
she’s gone. We’re going to have to 
have to ID the make, model and 
color of her car by satellite. 
Based on traffic speed, I can get 
within a few hundred meters. You’ll 
have to do the rest. 

TAGGERT



Mr. Brooks must be working the Card 
from home base. She lead us right 
to him. Good work Commander. 



OPERATIONS COMMANDER



Thank you sir. 



INT: DAYS REST MOTEL -HIGHWAY 41 - 8:45 AM NEXT MORNING



Lifting up the sheet, Ellie exposes Michael’s bare feet and 
tickles his arches as he lay sleeping in bed. She’s dressed 
and ready for business. 
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MICHAEL



(grumbling) Leave me alone. 



ELLIE
Time to get up. You’re on line in 
fifteen minutes. 

MICHAEL



(rolling over) That’s what you get 
for taking me out drinking last 
night. 



ELLIE
Right, you almost had two full 
glasses. 

She sits down to the computer and scans the area for agents. 
He sits up and rubs his eyes. 



MICHAEL



Clear skies? 

ELLIE
We’re good to go. 

She grabs her room key and heads out. 



ELLIE
I’ll call you in fifteen, be ready. 



MICHAEL



What no kiss. You just don’t 
appreciate me anymore. It’s that 
new pool guy isn’t it?

ELLIE
Ha ha. Just be ready wiseguy. 



INT: BLACK SUBURBAN -INTERSTATE 75 - 9:00 AM



Taggert sits with his partner in an unmarked car at a 
northbound exit ramp on the south side of the target area.  

He gets the call. 

INT: SURVEILLANCE VAN -DOWNTOWN SARASOTA

Satellite Imagery targets a White Ford Taurus. On another 
screen, Trish talks with Ellie on her cell phone. 
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BASE OPERATIONS COMMANDER
Unit One we have ID’ed the Target. 
A white Ford Taurus Northbound on
I-75, a quarter mile north of Exit 
7. Approximate Speed, 45 miles per 
hour. 



INT: BLACK SUBURBAN



Taggert’s partner pinpoints her position on a detailed map. 

TAGGERT’S PARTNER
She’s five miles north. Unit Two is 
at the next exit. ETA ... two 
minutes



TAGGERT



Unit Two, she’s in a White Taurus, 
ETA your position in 2 minutes. Let 
her pass and give some cushion. 

INT: SILVER SEDAN 

Professional eyes scan the traffic in search of white. 



UNIT TWO DRIVER



Unit One, we have a visual on a 
white Taurus. Commencing pursuit. 

EXT: INTERSTATE 75 EXIT 8 

The Taurus passes under the overpass as their silver sedan 
accelerates down the on-ramp. 



EXT: INTERSTATE OVERPASS



Swerving into on coming traffic, Taggert weaves in and out of 
danger like a seasoned race car driver. 

INT: BLACK SUBURBAN



Manhandling the steering wheel, Taggert jumps a median to 
avoid slowing down. 



TAGGERT



Talk to me Base, I want a route 
north, parallel to the Highway. 
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BASE OPERATIONS COMMANDER (V.O.)
Follow the frontage road north two 
miles, left on Freemont, Right on 
Arcade. Traffic is light to 
moderate. 



EXT: INTERSTATE 75 -FRONTAGE ROAD



TIRES SQUEAL AND GRAVEL FLIES as he lifts two wheels swerving 
onto the frontage road. 



EXT: INTERSTATE 75 - EXIT 11:



The white Taurus turns onto the off ramp. 

INT: SILVER SEDAN

Still in close pursuit:

UNIT TWO DRIVER



Target has departed the Interstate 
at Exit 11, she’s headed West on 
Fruitville Road. Requesting backup. 



EXT: FRONTAGE ROAD

Doing seventy in a thirty zone startles a local law 
enforcement officer who is used to pulling over the slower 
retirement crowd. 

INT: BLACK SUBURBAN



TAGGERT



Unit Three, where the hell are you?



EXT: BROADWAY AND THIRD 



They’re not moving. Buried in three lanes of gridlock, the 
SUV is helpless. 

INT: BLUE SPORTS UTILITY VEHICLE

UNIT THREE DRIVER 
We’re dead in the water on Broadway 
and 3rd. Sorry Sir. 
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INT: BLACK SUBURBAN



Taggert sees flashing red lights in his rear view mirror. He 
slams his fist on the dash in frustration.

TAGGERT



SHIT! Base, call S.P.D. and get 
this local yahoo off my ass. 



(beat) 



Unit Three, you ram your way out of 
there if you have to. Unit Two has 
been on her too long!

BASE (V.O.)



Unit One, we’ve lost satellite.

TAGGERT’S PARTNER
What else can go wrong? 



It doesn’t take long to find out. They quickly close in on an 
orange ROAD CLOSED sign standing proudly in front of dirt 
piles dug up by heavy equipment. 



TAGGERT



Road Construction.  



INT: TURTLE PARK 

He finds his own detour right through a quiet city park. 



PLOWING OVER A PARK BENCH and tearing through manicured 
flower beds, the Suburban terrifies the LOCAL PEDESTRIANS who 
scream and run for cover. 

The Suburban jumps a curb and sideswipes a pickup as it finds 
Freemont to the north. 

INT: WHITE TAURUS

From the rearview mirror, Ellie notices the silver sedan four 
cars behind. She takes evasive action with a hard left turn.  



INT: SILVER SEDAN

A snap judgement call. 

UNIT TWO DRIVER



Unit One, she made us! She’s headed 
south on Orchard, we’re in pursuit. 



INT: BLACK SUBURBAN
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TAGGERT



One lousy turn, no one is that 
good. She’s fishing goddamn it. And 
we took the bait. 

TAGGERT’S PARTNER
There’s Arcade. It runs right into 
Orchard. She’s heading right for 
us. 

INT: WHITE TAURUS

The silver sedan is still in her review mirror. She steadily 
increases speed down Orchard. The sedan matches the pace. The 
race is on. 



EXT: ORCHARD AND ARCADE

Suddenly, a black Suburban appears out of nowhere and 
SCREECHES TO A HALT right in front of her. 

SHE SLAMS ON THE BRAKES and skids towards the Suburban, just 
crumpling it’s left front quarter panel as the Taurus comes 
to a rest. 

The silver sedan approaches quickly from behind and seals the 
trap. 



Just like that, the race is over. 



Agents bolt out of both cars and point their automatic 
weapons at the driver of the Taurus who calmly pulls out her 
cell phone for one last call. 



Taggert struts over to her car.  



INT: WHITE TAURUS

Michael answers. 

ELLIE
Listen carefully. Do not answer the 
phone again, throw it away and get 
out of there. 

MICHAEL (V.O.)
Ellie, what is it?
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ELLIE
Remember what I told you. Don’t 
look back. 



Taggert opens the door and climbs into the passenger seat. 
Ellie doesn’t bother to look. 



MICHAEL (V.O.)
What’s happening?

He calmly pulls the keys out of the ignition and pockets 
them. 



ELLIE
I love you Michael. 



Click.



INT: DAYS REST MOTEL -HIGHWAY 41

The look of horror across Michael’s face.

MICHAEL



ELLIE!



INT: THE WHITE TAURUS



TAGGERT



(smug) Touching.



He takes the cell phone out of her hand and hits redial. The 
phone rings and rings, no answer. 



ELLIE
No one is home. 



TAGGERT



(terminating the call) It doesn’t 
matter, he won’t last a day out 
there without you. 



ELLIE
Simon let you erase your 
signatures. 



TAGGERT



Oh we had to pull out all the stops 
to catch you Ellie. And now I’ll 
make damn sure we never have to do 
it again. 
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EXT: LONG BOAT KEY- BRADENTON BEACH -SUNSET

Michael’s alone. 

Lovers walk by him. Hand in hand they stroll, smitten by the 
orange and purple clouds that frame the sunset. Michael  
watches the sunset disappear under the ocean waves.  



INT: WHITE HOUSE -OFFICE OF THE NATIONAL SECURITY ADVISOR



NATHAN CAMPBELL, National Security Advisor is being briefed 
by the Director of Homeland Security BRIAN MCKINNEY. His 
office wall is adorned with pictures of himself shaking hands 
with a who’s who of political power over the last several 
administrations. 

His personal cell phone vibrates. 



He checks the number and doesn’t recognize it.



CAMPBELL
Excuse me for a moment ... 
(answering)



Campbell. 



MICHAEL (V.O.)
Can you keep a secret Nathan. 
Because I’m not sure I can anymore. 



CAMPBELL
Who is this? How did you get this 
number?



MICHAEL



Before we get into all that, maybe 
you should tell Mr. McKinney to 
leave. After all, he doesn’t know 
anything about the Agency. 

Campbell takes a long look at the man sitting across from 
him. 

CAMPBELL
Brian, I’m going to have to take 
this. I’ll catch up with you in few 
minutes in your office. 



Having just started, McKinney isn’t happy about interruption. 
He gestures for maximum five minutes delay before leaving. 
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CAMPBELL
Alright, you got my attention. Now 
who is this and what do you want?

MICHAEL (V.O.)
I’m calling this number back in ten 
minutes. You are to be alone with 
the President in your office. I 
want him to answer the call. 



CAMPBELL
That’s impossible, the President is 
vacationing at Camp David this 
week. 



INT: BRADENTON BEACH - PUBLIC PICNIC TABLES

Sitting at a picnic table with cell phone in hand, Michael 
targets the President’s signature on his notebook computer. 

MICHAEL 
He’s in the Oval office right now 
meeting with the Joint Chief of 
Staff Robert Patterson. 



(beat) 



I can see you Nathan. I can see 
him, I can see everybody. And when 
I bring this Card to the media, 
everybody’s going to be looking at 
you and the Agency no one’s ever 
heard of.

INT: CAMPBELL’S OFFICE 

Campbell hears the seagulls in the background. True fear 
sweeps across his face. 



MICHAEL (V.O.)
How do you think the President’s 
going to feel as he watches his 
administration crumble knowing you 
could have saved it. And I will 
tell him Nathan. That you could 
have saved it. 

CAMPBELL
Who is this? 

MICHAEL (V.O.)
Ten minutes. 
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Click. 



EXT: BRADENTON BEACH 



It’s like a video game. Only real. 

Campbell’s flashing blue signatures approaches the 
President’s green one. Michael knows he got to him. 

A OLD SUN BROWNED MAN walks by, muttering. 

SUN BROWNED MAN



Christ, are those blasted 
contraptions going to desecrate our 
beaches now. I hope you get sand in 
the damn thing. 



The cantankerous old man shakes his head and continues 
towards the water. 



Michael returns to the drama unfolding on screen. The two men 
stay in the Oval office for what seems like a very long time. 
Finally, they walk back into Campbell’s office. 



He checks his watch, it’s time. He dials. 

It only has to ring once. 

INT: CAMPBELL’S OFFICE 

The president has faced many threats to his great nation,  
but this is one beast he’d hoped he’d never face. PRESIDENT 
ALLEN MARSHALL answers with authority. 



PRESIDENT
This is the President. 

MICHAEL (V.O.)
Thank you for taking my call Mr. 
President. 



PRESIDENT
What is it you want Mr. Brooks? 

MICHAEL (V.O.)
(beat)



You know who I am?
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PRESIDENT
As much as I can know in a five 
minute briefing, now what is it you 
want?

EXT: BRADENTON BEACH 



Gazing out into the wild blue ocean, a colorful resort 
catamaran works the waves. 

MICHAEL



What does anyone want. To be left 
alone. Release Ellie and leave us 
alone. 



PRESIDENT (V.O.)



Now let me tell you what we want. 
You have in your possession 
government property that is vital 
to this nation’s security. It’s 
ours Mr. Brooks, and we want it 
back. 



(beat)



Give us the Card, then I’ll release 
Ms. Porter. 



MICHAEL



Goodbye Mr. President. 

INT: CAMPBELL’S OFFICE

PRESIDENT
Wait! 



He does. 

PRESIDENT
(reestablishing trust) I can 
appreciate your position Mr. 
Brooks. You didn’t ask for any of 
this ... 

MICHAEL (V.O.)
Let her go home. In Akron, a block 
from where she grew up, is Silvan 
Park. Tell her I’ll meet her there 
at 10:00 am tomorrow. Have her wait 
for me in the Gazebo. 
(beat)



Leave us alone, and I’ll leave you 
alone. It’s that simple. 
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PRESIDENT
What assurance do we have ...



MICHAEL



Goodbye Mr. President. 

Click. 



The DIRECTOR OF WHITE HOUSE SECURITY rushes in. 



SECURITY DIRECTOR
He’s in Florida, west coast. He 
wasn’t on long enough to pinpoint a 
location. 



PRESIDENT
Get General Banks in here.  



SECURITY DIRECTOR
Yes sir. 

The man chases his new orders. Heavy concern etches the 
President’s face. He turns to Nathan to vent. 



PRESIDENT
I inherited this curse. I will not 
be brought down by an intelligence 
agency I have no control over. 

CAMPBELL
She’ll lead us right to him. One 
way or another he will give us the 
Card. 



PRESIDENT
He’s still a citizen of the United 
States. 

CAMPBELL
Who just threatened it’s President. 



PRESIDENT
With what? The truth? Christ 
Nathan. How far are we willing to 
go to hide it?

CAMPBELL
As far as it takes Mr. President. 
As far as it takes. 
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INT: AGENCY -SIMON FLETCHER’S OFFICE

Taggert marches into the Colonel's office. He doesn’t knock, 
he doesn’t smile, he doesn’t speak. Armed security personnel 
back him up. Fletcher looks up and scowls: 

COLONEL FLETCHER



What the hell is this? 

TAGGERT



You are to be removed from office 
effective immediately by order of 
General Banks. I’m taking command 
of the Agency. 



Taggert hides his pleasure. 



COLONEL FLETCHER



You back stabbin sonofabitch. 



TAGGERT



You should have kept General Banks 
informed of the situation with Mr. 
Brooks. At least before the 
President had to. 
(beat)



You fell on your own sword Colonel. 
(to security)
Now get him out of here. 



The two security guards escort him out, by force. 

COLONEL FLETCHER



Moving right up the ladder aren’t 
you Taggert! Keep climbing because 
I’ll be the one down on the ground, 
kicking it out from under you.



Ignoring him, Taggert sits down at his new desk and admires 
the colonel’s prized civil war era pistol. 

COLONEL FLETCHER



Get your filthy hands off my 
property! 



He fights to free himself from the strong armed men. 



TAGGERT



Don’t worry Colonel. 



(looking down the barrel) 
It’ll fetch a good price at the 
garage sale.
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Fletcher goes berserk. 

COLONEL FLETCHER



YOU THINK YOU HEARD THE LAST OF ME! 
I’LL BUST YOUR ASS FOR THIS! 



They wrestle the screaming madman out the door and down the 
hall. 



EXT: SILVEN PARK, OHIO -10:00 AM

It’s a beautiful summer morning in the park. Birds singing, 
grass lush and green, flowers in full bloom, and in the 
middle, a white octagon gazebo right out of the Sound of 
Music.  

She waits for him there. 



He arrives, right on time. He sees her and hurries. His is 
the look of joy. Hers is the look of concern and fear. 



He climbs up the last few steps. 



INT: GAZEBO



ELLIE
I thought I told you to never look 
back. 



MICHAEL



And blow my one chance to save you. 



They embrace. If only for a moment, the moment is worth all 
others. She tears.

ELLIE
Oh Michael. They’re not going to 
let you save me. 

RED LASER DOTS sweep across their bodies from all angles. 
SPECIAL FORCE’S SHARP SHOOTERS appear out of nowhere. They 
crouch behind every bush, every bench, every hiding place 
possible. 



A familiar face walks peacefully down the walk and up the 
Gazebo steps. Michael turns and is flush with dread. 



Methodically, Taggert pulls out a wand of some sort and 
sweeps Michael’s body with it. 
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TAGGERT



You didn’t really think we were 
just going to let you walk out of 
here did you? 

He finishes the sweep:

TAGGERT



(radioing back) He’s clean. It’s 
not on him. 



EXT: SILVEN PARK



Suddenly, a PRESIDENTIAL MOTORCADE swoops down into the park. 
SECRET SERVICE AGENTS spill out of cars and fan out to secure 
the area. Not that they needed anymore guys with guns. 



The President accompanied by Nathan Campbell and GENERAL 
BANKS, meet Taggert in front of the gazebo.  



PRESIDENT
I’ll handle it from here Mr. 
Taggert. Tell your men to stand 
down. 



TAGGERT



Yes sir. 

INT: GAZEBO



Michael and Ellie watch as the president approaches. 



ELLIE
I see you made some new friends 
while I was gone. 

MICHAEL



Always start at the top and work 
your way down. 



The President reaches them and stands before a man he both 
admires and fears. 



PRESIDENT
(nods) Mr. Brooks. 



You won’t be hanging up on me this 
time. 



MICHAEL



We had a deal. 
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PRESIDENT
I don’t remember having much of an 
opportunity to make a deal. And I’m 
afraid things aren’t quite as 
simple as you would hope. 
(beat) 



Now it was a long flight, mind if 
we sit down?



They sit together along white washed benches lining all eight 
sides.  

MICHAEL



Why won’t you leave us alone?



PRESIDENT
I need the Card. Give it to me, and 
I will leave you alone. 



MICHAEL



The Card is the only thing keeping 
us free.

PRESIDENT
Given the circumstances, my offer 
is more than generous. I suggest 
you take it. 

MICHAEL



I’m saving lives with it. 

PRESIDENT
Oh yes, I’ve heard about that. 
(beat) 



I’m not without compassion for 
those kids out there, but you can’t 
save them all or the Agency will be 
discovered. 



(beat)



Tell you what. I’ll give you a 
phone number. Once a week you call 
it and leave a name. Call back in 
an hour, we’ll give you an address. 



(beat)



If you use the service, you’ll be 
more inclined to protect it. 

MICHAEL



And I’m just suppose to trust you 
on this?

The president holds out his hand. 
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(MORE)

PRESIDENT
Where I come from, if a man’s 
handshake means nothing, the man 
means nothing. 



Michael doesn’t wait long. He shakes it. 

MICHAEL



That’s good enough for me. 

The men share smiles and numbers on paper. Michael hands him 
back his pen and the GPS coordinates to the Card. 

PRESIDENT
You’ve earned your freedom, now 
enjoy it.  



(he nods to Ellie) 



Ms. Porter. 



ELLIE
Mr. President. 



In a stately gate, he departs quickly down the steps. 



He passes by Mr. Taggert and hands him the slip of paper.



PRESIDENT
Call me the minute you have it in 
hand. 



TAGGERT



What about them. 

PRESIDENT
Can’t you see they want to be left 
alone. Now get your men out of this 
park. 



TAGGERT



Sir, with all due respect. You’re 
going to just let them walk out of 
here when we don’t even have the 
Card yet?

PRESIDENT
Ever trust anyone Mr. Taggert?



No answer. 



PRESIDENT
I didn’t think so. Now get your men 
out of here. 
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PRESIDENT(cont'd)
And if you bother them again you’ll 
be sharing a cell with the Colonel.  



TAGGERT



Yes sir. My men are as good as 
gone. 



EXT: ELLIE’S CHILDHOOD NEIGHBORHOOD 

Hand in hand, they stroll down the sidewalk as carefree 
lovers. 

ELLIE
You promised me. 

MICHAEL



I promised I wouldn’t take the Card 
to the Media. You never said 
anything about bluffing. 



EXT: A RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD NEARBY



A LITTLE BOY AND HIS GANG play army when a convoy of agents 
pull up with their real guns and secure the area. 

It’s Trash Day. On the ends of each driveway sit garbage 
cans. Deep inside a green one, nestled inside an Altoid can, 
Taggert finds the Card. He quickly pulls out a secured phone 
and calls the president as he looks down the row of trash 
cans. 



TAGGERT



We found the Card in a trash can. 
It would have been in a landfill by 
late afternoon.



(beat)



He had no intention of releasing it 
to the media. 

INT: INSIDE AIR FORCE ONE



The president smiles. 

PRESIDENT
Good work Mr. Taggert. Now go home 
and keep track of your toys from 
now on. 
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EXT: ELLIE’S CHILDHOOD NEIGHBORHOOD 

They get close to mom’s house. Ellie bathes in warm memories 
as she walks the sidewalks of her youth.  

MICHAEL



I have to be honest with you, I’m a 
little nervous about meeting your 
mother. 

ELLIE
You’re nervous, I’ve been dead for 
five years.



MICHAEL



What are you going to tell her. 

ELLIE
That a handsome prince kissed me 
and I woke up. 



MICHAEL



I’ve never been a prince before. 

ELLIE
Who said it was you. I mean I was 
asleep the whole time. 

Taking his que, he stops and kisses her. 

ELLIE
It was something like that ...



He kisses her again.



ELLIE
It was you! 



Big smiles, warm embrace. 

FADE OUT.


